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GRADUATION
During this time of year, seniors are 
scrambling to find employment as they 
are ending their college careers. This 
spring, however, it was the job prospects 
of two underclassmen that peaked 
the campus’s interest. After winning 
a national championship, goaltender 
Jon Gillies ’16 signed with the Calgary 
Flames to assist their playoff run. Kris 
Dunn ’17, however, elected to return for 
his junior year.
“I am excited about next season,” 
Dunn said. “I have seen this program 
accomplish a lot over the last three 
seasons and I would like to be part of 
some more success. I really enjoy being 
around my teammates, coaches, and 
all the friends and family I have in 
Friartown. Lastly, I am looking forward 
to continuing my growth, improving 
as a basketball player, and earning my 
diploma.”
Projected as a mid-to-late first round 
draft pick in the upcoming NBA draft, 
Dunn is one of the elite point guards 
in the country. After two years of  a 
plaguing shoulder injury, Dunn showed 
why he was a five-star recruit out of 
high school, averaging 15.6 ppg, 7.5 apg, 
second highest in the country,  and 2.86 
spg, fourth highest in the country. 
Even with all the success Dunn 
had last season, there is still room for 
improvement.  Despite an elite ability to 
get to the basket, Dunn only is shooting 
68.6 percent from the free throw line 
and 35.1 percent from three-point range.  
Dunn has a knack for finding his open 
teammates, but also for turning the ball 
over, as he did 138 times last season. 
While the team may be on his shoulders, 
hopefully the team lays off the right 
shoulder, which was injured during his 
first two years of college and has been 
subject to surgery.  Dunn did not appear 
to have any problems with his shoulder 
last season, but reinjuring it is always a 
fear for Friar fans. 
Leaving Behind A Legacy 
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Here we are, spring semester of 2015 at Providence College. Past the 
trying times that forced tears, and the blissful times that constituted 
smiles, we have done it again. Yet through all of the chaos of final papers 
and projects, there is barely any time to reflect upon this nostalgic change. 
Seniors or not, no distance will change the memories we have created and 
the bonds we have fortified. Now, in the last week of this semester, the 
emotions we have all postponed start to emerge. No matter where we 
are headed this coming year, some of us are resilient to the impending 
change. As we all move forward, whether it is in another semester, a new 
job, or to another school, our experiences truly are bitter-sweet. 
In short, as we wrap up this year, and tie the ends of this Cowl era, 
cheers to the Class of 2015. Cheers to your passion, courage, and legacies. 
As you all follow your paths into the world, your impressions will never 
be forgotten. Yet the irony of it all is, even with a newspaper article, words 
will never articulate the profound impact our predecessors have left in 
our presence. 
So, as this week speeds past us and every emotion possible plagues 
us, remember to breathe. Remember to hold onto the moments we will 
never again experience. Remember to hold your friends, smile through 
the frustration, and live life to the fullest. In the end, no matter whichever 
path we follow, these are the moments we embrace on our journey. 
We’re Not Dunn
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by George Copley ’16
Asst. News Editor
off campus
Spring weekends are expected to 
be filled with sunshine, day drinking, 
and brightly colored apparel, but there 
appears to be another overlooked 
element: an increased police presence 
around Providence College.
In light of the recent “riots” that 
took place after PC’s hockey team took 
home the national championship, and in 
response to the looming and infamous 
“golf parties” and “beach parties,” 
the PC Office of Safety and Security, 
aligned with the PC administration, has 
decided to collaborate with the local 
Providence Police Department (PPD) 
“to provide extra officers on patrol in 
the neighborhood during the spring 
weekends,” said Jack Leyden, Director of 
PC Safety and Security, in a school wide 
e-mail dispersed on April 16, just a few 
days before the scheduled annual golf 
party.
Furthermore, in light of a local police 
officer being struck with a 1.75 liter bottle 
during the night of the riots, requiring 
medical attention, “the PPD remains 
very distraught,” elaborated Leyden. The 
officer was “on duty trying to protect and 
ensure the safety of the members of the 
PC community.”
PC has combatted day parties in 
the last few weekends by having an 
increased police presence patrolling 
the surrounding streets; reiterating the 
justification of arrest and overnight 
incarceration if one is found with an 
open container, performing disorderly 
conduct, public drinking, or possession of 
alcohol when underage; and by dealing 
summons to houses playing loud music 
or creating too great of a commotion.
While the school has tried to replace 
the off-campus festivities with contained 
and monitored alternatives on campus, 
many students are upset by the increased 
strictness that has evolved around 
campus; one student, a junior at PC who 
preferred to remain anonymous, noted, 
“Golf Party is a school tradition at PC, 
even if the school itself tries not to be 
associated with it. I have friends from all 
over who ask when Golf Party is.” 
Police have begun to be viewed in 
a negative light because of the media’s 
recent attention on police brutality, 
specifically in relation to the unjust 
brutality. While it is important to 
understand all points of view and learn 
as much about an issue as possible, it is 
more important to understand that for 
us, as a PC community in relationship 
with the local community, the Office of 
Safety and Security and the Providence 
Police Department are here to keep the 
“community peace,” said Father Brian 
Shanley O.P. in an e-mail to students 
following the riots.
Jack Leyden explained the reasoning 
for an increased presence in an interview 
with The Cowl: “Additional police will 
reduce crime,” said Leyden, “We have 
observed a significant reduction in 
students being assaulted off campus. 
Social media has made it difficult for 
students residing off-campus to have 
the ability to control gatherings on their 
property. This has resulted in increased 
crime, violations of city ordinances, and 
complaints from those we share the 
neighborhood with.”
Is there a right to riot? Is there a 
right to party? Or is it simply juvenile 
to rationalize these acts of debatable 
debauchery given their negative external 
effects on the community? While it is up 
to each individual to decide on his or her 
own, it is important to understand each 
point of view. 
Providence Police Crack Down
Police Presence Increases in Weeks Following Pembroke Riot
When walking past Slavin Lawn 
last Friday afternoon, one could see a 
stream of bright colors—blues, pinks, 
yellows, and greens. Students were seen 
throwing these colored powders up in 
the air. 
What exactly were they celebrating? 
In addition to it being both the end of 
the week and a nice spring day, students 
were celebrating Holi, a Hindu event 
celebrated all over the world.
Holi is an ancient festival that takes 
place in India. It is celebrated on Phalgun 
Purnima which typically falls during the 
end of February or early March. This year 
the actual date of the festival took place 
on March 6, although it was celebrated at 
PC on April 17.  
The colorful festival celebrates the 
triumph of the “good” over the “bad.” 
This special tradition both renews sweet 
relationships and bridges the social gap 
between groups. 
Finally, it is a celebration of the arrival 
by Elizabeth Nako ’16
News Editor Emeritus
on campus
Holi Festival 2015 Brings Color to Campus
of spring and harvests to come. Since it 
is the festival of emotions, happiness, 
and colors, then what better way is there 
to express oneself than with the vibrant 
colors of the rainbow. On the day of Holi, 
people hug each other and wish one 
another a “Happy Holi!”
PC’s annual Holi festival was co-
sponsored by Fete Francaise, BMSA 
Diversity, and History Club. Pratima 
Benjamin ’16, the current president of 
the International Student Organization, 
helped to organize this fun event. 
Benjamin stated, “I wanted to do this 
event at PC because Holi is a great event 
that celebrates spring and brings people 
together.” 
Benjamin continued describing how 
the event had a great turnout of around 
80 people. Students were asked to wear 
white shirts to this event. As apparent 
from students that were seen covered in 
the colors of the rainbow while laughing 
and smiling with their friends, this year’s 
Holi festival was a success. 
Benjamin said, “Providence College is 
always looking for ways to bring diversity 
to campus. Bringing this event to PC 
brings more awareness about different 
cultures.”
Spring Celebration of Culture and Community
COURTESY OF I.YTIMG.COM
Providence police tighten surveillance during PC’s Golf Party weekend.
COURTESY OF LEAH LAMORTE’ 18
COURTESY OF Maria Tobin ’18
PC students covered in colored powder, taking part in the Indian tradition called Holi.
COURTESY OF Becky Laliberte ’17
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Congress Updates
by Meaghan Dodson ’17
News Co-Editor
student congress
The Philosophy Club was approved to continue until Spring 2016. 
The club Athletes Care was dissolved.
The 65th Student Congress had its last meeting where Congress 
members of the Class of 2015 said their goodbyes.  
The 66th Student Congress had its first meeting and the new 
members were sworn into office.
Updates:
 
Semester Delivery Total:  1,467 lbs
Week Delivery Total: 257 lbs
Bursting
the PC Bubble
by Meaghan Dodson ’17
News Co-Editor
Dzhokhar Tsarnaev’s defense team has begun its efforts to spare Tsarnaev 
the death penalty. Attorneys propose that killing Tsarnaev will only make 
him a martyr, while a life sentence will make him quickly forgotten.  The 
defense will portray Tsarnaev as having been under the influence of his older 
brother, Tamerlan Tsarnaev, who was killed by police during the manhunt 
immediately following the bombing. 
Life or Death for the Boston Bomber?
President Obama formally announced that in January 2015, a drone 
accidentally killed two hostages when targeting al Qaeda. One hostage was 
American, while the other was Italian. Obama apologized on behalf of the 
United States government on Thursday, April 23, offering condolences to the 
affected families.
Two Hostages Killed in Attack on al Qaeda 
The April 27 funeral of Freddie Gray has ignited protests in the streets of 
Baltimore, Maryland. Gray was a 25-year-old African American who died of 
a spinal injury shortly after being taken into police custody. Maryland Gov. 
Larry Hogan has declared a state of emergency, and the National Guard has 
been deployed.
Riots Break out in Baltimore
The death toll has risen to over 4,000 following the catastrophic Nepal 
earthquake that occurred on Saturday, April 25. Nearly 8,000 have been 
reported as injured, and rescue efforts are still ongoing. This marks the worst 
natural disaster that Nepal has seen in over 80 years. 
Devastating Earthquake Shakes  Up Nepal
Drug convicts held on Nusa Kambangan Island were executed this 
week by a firing squad.  Two of the convicts were Australian citizens, and 
the  executions occured despite requests by the Australian government to 
wait until allegations of judicial corruption could be examined.
Drug Smugglers Executed in Indonesia
Club Spotlight:  Photo Club
A club gaining traction on campus 
is the Photo Club.  This club focuses 
on capturing the people and culture 
surrounding PC.  Amy Luke ’15 is 
the current president of the club. In a 
statement where she describes the goals 
and aims of the club she said, “This year, 
Providence College Photography Club 
has made strides to distinguish itself 
as a unique club that fosters creativity 
and knowledge in photography among 
its members. We have taught members 
basic photography skills, conducted an 
Adobe Lightroom workshop, exposed 
members to the works of various 
prominent photographers, visited the 
RISD museum and Prospect Park, 
made photograms in the darkroom, 
ran a ‘photobooth’ at StuartStock, and 
created the Humans of Providence 
College Facebook page. All subjects 
by Nicole Lania ’15
News Staff Emeritus
club spotlight
photographed agree to be published 
on the page, and our members are 
encouraged to photograph members 
of the community from both on and 
off campus. I have enjoyed helping to 
develop the foundations of this fairly 
new club, so that it may have a lasting 
presence and impact on the college in 
the years to come.” The Facebook page 
created by Luke is quite active and 
continues to show brief but compelling 
interludes between the photographers 
and individuals just going about their 
day.  Luke will be graduating this spring 
and passing the baton to a new executive 
board for the 2015-2016 semester.  
The executive board will consist of: 
President Ellie Dorsch ’16, Vice President 
Minggui Yactayo ’18 during the fall 
semester and Emily Hurley ’17 during 
the spring semester, Treasurer Lauren 
Berube ’18, and Secretary Tessa Bui Ngo 
Thanh ’18.
This club has made promising strides 
over recent years. The prevalence and 
power of this club remains to be seen, but 
the future looks bright.
COURTESY OF Emily Hurley ’17
Abigail Henry ’16 expresses her creative side.
NEWS4 The Cowl April 30, 2015
by Marla Gagne ’18
News Co-Editor
events
Monday, April 20, to Friday, April 24 
marked the Health Week Celebration, 
sponsored by BOP. The week kicked off 
with students picking up pedometers, 
with a free pedometer given to the 
participant who walked the most steps 
by the end of the week.
“On Monday we had a trail mix 
event called ‘Mix and Munch,’ followed 
by an ‘Eat this, Not that’ event hosted 
by Simply Healthy, where there was 
a discussion about the importance 
of a balanced diet,” said Katie Seibel 
’15, participant and one of many 
coordinators in Health Week.
Thursday’s event consisted of IAB’s 
annual NFL Combine, which allowed 
participants to show off their physical 
strength in six different athletic events. 
To finish off the week on Friday, two 
fitness classes were offered for all 
students to attend.
“In addition, BOP volunteered on 
Saturday for Heartchase, an event 
Health Week
Dragons, dancing, and defense 
lessons. Those were the events that took 
place on Slavin Lawn on Thursday, 
April 23, as the Asian American club 
hosted Imagine Asian. The weather was 
cold and cloudy, but that did not stop 
students from gathering to celebrate 
Asian culture at Providence College. The 
event kicked off with a special lesson 
taught by Paul Shanley (Father Brian 
Shanley’s, O.P., brother). Paul Shanley 
showcased jiu jitsu moves to teach 
students self-defense. Shanley showed 
key defense moves, how to use your 
attacker’s weight against them, and how 
to use the ground to one’s advantage. 
He went over dangerous scenarios such 
as being approached in a club or walking 
down the street. Shanley and his 
partner, who acted as the attacker, teach 
self-defense classes on campus to help 
students protect and defend themselves. 
Shanley’s partner and attacker joked 
he only got the job because of his “low 
by Sarah Gianni ’18
News Staff
on campus
rank,” as he was repeatedly thrown 
onto the ground. Students were left 
with the message that “campus safety 
is paramount,” and PC students should 
learn how to defend themselves from 
danger.
After Shanley’s showcase, students 
participated in their favorite part of 
the event: food. The club’s members 
served food, and students were able 
to try a variety of Asian delicacies. 
Arianna Hoslet ’18 said, “I tried new 
types of Asian food and enjoyed the 
variety.” After eating, students saw 
traditional dancing and music. Dragon 
dancers performed to live drumming. 
Amanda Lock ’18 said, “The dancing 
was very different, but interesting. It 
was cool to see something authentic 
from a different culture.” The traditional 
dance performance was followed by the 
performance of PC’s breakdance club. 
The dance group did group routines and 
solos, entertaining the crowd. Students 
enjoyed the cultural event. Anthony 
Cosenza ’18 said, “I had a great time! It 
was a fun way to learn more about Asian 
American culture, and, above else, the 
food was delicious!”
Imagine Asian
where students could play outdoor 
games and learn about heart health,” 
Seibel said. 
While attendance did vary 
depending on the activity, there was 
a fairly high volume of students who 
participated in the events during the 
week. 
“I think when the students receiving 
their pedometers realized there was a 
free prize at stake, they became really 
excited about participating,” Seibel 
said. “However some students were 
not excited enough to make every 
event their priority,” she said.  
In looking toward the years to come, 
there are changes that BOP and the 
other clubs involved hope to make.
“We definitely could have marketed 
the events better, and hopefully we 
can schedule future weeks to be not 
so close to the end of the school year,” 
Seibel said. 
Overall, the goal for Health Week is 
to be continued by younger members 
of BOP, and to increase the overall 
awareness of health campus wide.   
Asian American Club Spreads Culture BOP Motivates Students to Live Healthier
by Sabrina Guilbeault ’18
Asst. News Editor
events
“How did I get the part? Life got me 
ready to seize that opportunity,” said 
Jackie Cruz, who plays Marisol “Flaca” 
Gonzales on the hit Netflix series Orange 
Is the New Black. Cruz gave a lecture in ’64 
Hall on Wednesday, April 22, as an event 
sponsored by BOP and Student Congress.
The event was very well attended, 
and Cruz kept the audience entertained 
during her lecture. The floor was opened 
up to questions after she spoke, and then 
the crowd moved to the Fishbowl in 
Slavin for a meet and greet. 
Cruz has had an interest in singing and 
acting since she was eight years old. She 
explained that she first realized what she 
wanted to do when she saw the movie, 
The Bodyguard. “I told my mom I wanted 
to be like that girl Whitney Houston,” 
said Cruz. She called that moment in her 
life her “moment of clarity.” 
Cruz’s mother had her at 15 years 
old and she grew up in the Dominican 
Republic in a single parent home. She 
stressed that she chooses not to dwell on 
the fact that she grew up without a father, 
even though it was hard at times. “There 
is no reason to let that fact leave my goals 
unaccomplished,” she said. 
Cruz and her mother moved to L.A. 
when she was a teenager so that she could 
pursue a career in acting and singing. 
Cruz finished school at the age of 16, but 
continued to take classes in music and the 
performing arts. “The long hours feel like 
play when you love what you do,” she 
said.
In L.A., Cruz did not live the glamorous 
life that people might expect. She lived 
in a studio apartment and worked 
as a cashier and a coat check girl. She 
mentioned that one time while working 
as a coat check girl, she saw some stars 
from Disney Channel walk by and felt as 
if the universe was winking at her.
One of the most powerful messages 
that Cruz gave was the fact that we all 
have a purpose in our lives, but we must 
work for it. “We are born with a purpose,” 
she said. “We are given special destinies, 
but they are not just handed to us. If you 
really want something, you must truly 
work for it.”
When Cruz was still young, she 
survived a major car accident that could 
have paralyzed her for life. Cruz was 
found by a stranger at the side of the road, 
and woke up in the hospital two weeks 
after the initial accident. She had to go to 
a rehabilitation clinic and often felt like 
giving up.
The accident, coupled with being a 
Latina actress with many stereotypes 
playing against her in the industry, 
weighed down on Cruz. Her mother 
gave her the strength to carry on. She told 
her daughter that God had saved her for 
a reason and now she has a story and a 
purpose. “I knew then from then on my 
dream was possible,” said Cruz.
Life still did not give her a break right 
after the accident. A few years later, a 
producer of the late pop phenomena 
Selena asked to work with Cruz and 
convinced her to move to Miami until 
she arrived, and he robbed Cruz and her 
mother of $10,000. Cruz, a hard worker, 
worked as a waitress until she could pay 
her mother back for the money that had 
been stolen.
She finally moved to New York City 
and got a job right away at a club, when 
another manager was interested in 
working with her. She explained that she 
was apprehensive about working with 
yet another stranger, but had a feeling 
that this one might be the right one. “This 
chasing your dreams thing isn’t always 
logical,” said Cruz.
She was right to trust her gut, because 
shortly after she signed with this manager, 
Cruz landed her big break: Flaca on the 
very popular Netflix series. “I’m part of 
something that is so incredible,” said 
Cruz. “To be on a show created, directed, 
and starring women is a huge deal, plus, 
streaming is the direction television is 
going towards.”
The crowd laughed when Cruz 
explained that she still worked at the club 
while doing the show, and the coolest 
thing was when a customer would ask 
for a picture with her and would then 
ask for a drink. “I appreciate every single 
moment,” she said. “I’m an actress, not 
just a waitress, saying it can almost bring 
tears to my eyes.”
At the end of her lecture, Cruz 
answered a variety of questions and even 
sang for the audience after saying singing 
is her first love. She was extremely down 
to earth, funny, and a good example that 
hard work really can pay off. 
“I am living my dream,” said Cruz. 
“My advice is that no matter where 
you come from or no matter what your 
hardship is, chase your dreams because 
God put that desire in your heart for a 
reason.”
Orange Is the New Black’s Flaca Comes to PC
Celebrity Jackie Cruz Inspires Students to Live Dreams
Follow us at twitter.com/TheCowl
COURTESY OF STARRYMAG.COM
Jackie Cruz, pictured above, encourages PC students to follow their dreams.
With the sponsorship and support of 
Day One, Women’s Will hosted one of 
the most powerful and significant events 
against sexual assault on campus.
Day One is the only agency in Rhode 
Island that is specialized to deal with 
issues of sexual assault. Day One provides 
treatment, intervention,  e d u c a t i o n , 
advocacy, and prevention services to 
Rhode Islanders of all ages. 
Take Back the Night took place on 
Wednesday, April 22, in ’64 Hall. As is 
customary, people filed in and sat on 
the floor. Some people brought blankets 
to make the wood floor comfortable 
and others brought pillows to lie down. 
People started to gather at 8:30 p.m. and 
soon after, the doors of ’64 Hall were 
closed and the lights went off.
Members from Day One, namely 
former Friar Lauren Kelly ’13, took turns 
to address sexual assault on campus 
and so did a representative from the 
counseling center. All of the speakers 
at the beginning of the event promoted 
the services available on campus and 
advocated to stop sexual assault.
The speakers sat down in separate 
parts of the room and the event started. 
For the next two to three hours 
attendants took time to share their stories 
of sexual assault throughout their lives. 
In such a safe atmosphere where there is 
nothing but support, one feels at home 
and liberated by sharing these stories. 
The confidential nature of the event 
encouraged people to share their stories 
not only to forget but to raise awareness 
and recognition that sexual assault is a 
problem everywhere.
The statistics speak for themselves. On 
Day One’s website, it states that one in 
four girls and one in six boys will report 
being sexually assaulted before turning 
by David Torro ’16
News Staff
events
PC  Takes  Back  the  Night
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Forever a Friar, Forever Grateful
by Marla Gagne ’18
News Co-Editor
Events
When you walk around the 
Providence College campus, you 
will see beautiful architecture, new 
buildings, and impeccable grass. The 
school has a variety of clubs, from scuba 
diving to Irish dance, and is known 
for a great sports program, which has 
brought home the Men’s Soccer Big 
East title and Men’s Hockey National 
Championship. Walking around, you 
might stop and talk to a Friar, say hi 
to a professor before class, or visit Dot 
before getting Ray’s famous chicken 
nuggets. These things are all part of the 
daily life of a PC student, things we do 
not give a second thought. But on April 
28, students visited Slavin to appreciate 
what is unique to PC and say thanks.
Over the past few weeks, PC students 
may have seen posters that asked “What 
Are You Most Thankful For At PC?” 
Then you could send a picture to the 
Snapchat account provcollege showing 
your gratitude for something special at 
PC. This was preparation for the second 
annual Gratitude Day. 
Sarah Osowa, director of Annual 
Giving, said that Gratitude Day is “an 
opportunity for students to share what 
they are thankful for at PC.” Everything 
we love and experience at PC is usually 
the result of financial aid and support 
from alumni and the community. 
Osowa referred to Gratitude Day as an 
PC Hosts Second Annual Gratitude Day to Thank Donors
Women’s Will Sheds Light on the Issue of Sexual Assault on Campus
“awareness campaign” and a day to say 
thank you to donors for their help. 
The event started off in Ray where 
volunteers told students about the event 
happening from 1-4 p.m. in Slavin. 
Students were even given a special treat 
at Ray—chicken nuggets on a Tuesday. 
The Slavin Atrium was lined with tables 
where students were welcomed to take 
a card, write what they were thankful 
for, and write their name and a message 
on the back. The cards were hung for all 
to see, and students could also take a 
picture with their card. 
Osowa said they took advantage 
of technology this year and will be 
displaying the pictures not only on 
their Snapchat account, but also on 
pcgratitudeday.tumblr.com.Eventually, 
a video will be sent to all donors 
and alumni supporters to show the 
appreciation of PC students.
Cards that hung throughout Slavin 
read Thank You For: an amazing 
campus, the new school of business, the 
Connections Retreat, BOP, Friars Club, 
PC choirs, community, study abroad, 
scholarships, a home away from home, 
and much more. Amanda O’Neill ’18 
wrote “Thank You For an amazing 
athletic facility.” After students showed 
their gratitude, they were welcome to 
Del’s Lemonade and cookies. 
Osowa was pleased with the large 
turnout and over 300 hundred of the 
500 hundred cards were filled out 
before the event was over. Osowa again 
encouraged that this was an important 
day to say thank you and remember 
“Forever A Friar, Forever Grateful.”
Michela Gozzi ’17 particpated in Gratitude Day, thanking donors for their gifts to PC.
COURTESY OF STASIA WALMSLEY
Volunteers show what they are grateful for and encourage students to do the same.
COURTESY OF STASIA WALMSLEY
18. Additionally, one in three women and 
one in 10 men will report being sexually 
assaulted during his/her lifetime.
It is more shocking that 75 percent 
of the time victims/survivors of sexual 
assault know their perpetrators.
Raising awareness of sexual assault 
is crucial. Events like Take  Back the 
Night are exceptional because they bring 
listeners in direct contact with victims. 
The closeness to sexual assault victims 
provokes thought and reflection on sexual 
assault and what each individual can do 
to prevent it.
Associations like Women’s Will on the 
PC campus and Day One in Rhode Island 
offer great resources to raise awareness 
and to reduce the prevalence of sexual 
abuse and violence. Day One’s website 
is filled with resources people can use. 
They have a 24-hour helpline anyone can 
contact for help. 
Sexual assault is a very serious crime. 
Take Back the Night resonates strongly 
with the PC community with hopes of 
eradicating sexual assault crimes in a 
positive and supportive atmosphere.
Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/thecowl
Take Back the Night is an event held throughout the country. Pictured above is ASUO Women’s Center and Sexual Assault Support Services Take Back 
The Night walk.
COURTESY OF DAILYMERALD.COM
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Science Complex Will, In Fact, Undergo Major Renovations
There Is Hope For Al Mag After All
by Brianna Abbott ’17
Opinion Staff
campus renovations
Why I Wrote for The Cowl 
for Four Years and Why You 
Should Too
by Christina Moazed ’15
Opinion Staff Emeritus
the cowl
So, in my article two weeks ago 
regarding Albertus Magnus Hall and 
the Campus Transformation Project, I 
made a few mistakes—sorry everyone! 
Al Mag has not been included in the 
Campus Transformation Project; but, 
Providence College is in the initial 
planning stages with SLAM to update 
Albertus Magnus Hall for a tentative 
construction to start in June 2016, a 
project that needs and is trying to 
achieve a higher level of student input. 
The plan is to create an addition on 
the Al Mag/Hickey/Sowa complex that 
includes a lobby, offices, classrooms, 
and labs. The new lobby is designed 
to give students a clear entrance to the 
building, rather than the side doors 
currently used. The addition will also 
connect different parts of the building 
so that it will be easier to navigate. 
The current spaces in Al Mag will 
be redone and resized. One of the 
largest changes include the locations 
of the different departments. Because 
the chemistry labs require the most 
ventilation, they will be located on 
the upper floors, making them more 
cost effective in avoiding complicated 
piping. As a result, the physics and 
engineering labs will be moved to the 
lower floors. 
Furthermore, all labs are going to 
be more flexible, meaning they will 
be able to accommodate more than 
just one specific class. This flexibility 
is incredibly important, especially 
when certain classes only run for one 
semester a year, thus leaving an entire 
lab unused for a long stretch of time. 
That waste of space currently exists in 
Al Mag, and it is something that those 
involved in the update are trying to fix. 
SLAM has been working alongside 
the faculty and administration to 
plan the Al Mag renovations for a 
little over a year now in order to lay 
the foundation for the renovation. 
However, the communication, up 
until now, has stopped there. Students 
had heard vague rumors that Al Mag 
would eventually be updated; but that 
was the height of information received, 
frustrating many science students who 
felt slighted or kept in the dark. 
When it comes to any sort of 
renovation or transformation 
on campus, student contact and 
involvement is key, because students 
are the ones who are supposed to be 
benefitting from them. How will the 
administration or faculty know what 
the students want if the students aren’t 
asked? 
Yes, faculty, especially when it 
comes to research labs, have certain 
needs that must be met as well, and 
should be involved. Students and 
faculty, however, do not always see 
eye to eye on certain updates, and 
thus students may not get what is best 
for them if their voices are not heard. 
Student involvement is necessary for 
a fuller picture and their input that 
will make the entire campus happy, 
especially those learning. 
John Sweeney, the senior vice 
president for finance and business, 
says that those involved with the Al 
Mag update are planning on holding 
a forum in order to get student input 
on the project. I highly encourage all 
science students to attend in order to 
show how much you care about your 
major and your place at the College. 
Now that administration is giving 
us an opportunity to get involved, it 
is the duty of the students to utilize 
that opportunity, or forever hold their 
peace. 
Okay, not everyone can write for The Cowl. But 
if you so happen to enjoy the comfort of your own 
voice, coupled with the solemnity of writing on a 
Friday night, as the distant screams of drunkenness 
echos in the background, you just might be weird 
enough to be a Cowler.  
Writing for no compensation—none other than 
to inspire and engender realizations to the student 
body and community at large—has instilled in me 
the art of understanding the needs and desires of 
others. And, how to really grind their gears. 
But being able to realize that thinking and writing 
for no grade, monetary value, or hefty amount 
of likes, can be beautiful in and of itself. And it is 
beautiful. I don’t think and learn for money within 
an educational institution. I don’t ask painstaking 
questions in class for a number. As a finance major, 
evaluation and quantitative analysis are extremely 
necessary and required. But students able to balance 
this when writing for The Cowl are inclined to also 
think and work solely for the value of creating work 
without any rewards. 
While I may have had weekly article deadlines 
for the past four years, I view these deadlines as an 
invitation to think and learn. And in return, writers 
scale our form of assessment in hopes that the 
audience had a few minutes of enlightenment. Thus, 
being aware of the world will become a routine.
Devoting a few hours each week to deep 
tranquility and solemnity has become the hallmark 
of my incessant desire to achieve excellence. It 
humbles thy soul and opens thy ears. And for each 
Cowler, we have embraced this tradition for all to see 
and progress. 
Three years and five months ago today, I found 
myself writing my first article. Every Thursday, 
the staff would receive an email from the editor 
for guidelines to the next issue. And I continued to 
write, and think, and write some more. And I became 
wiser, talked less, listened more, and my eyes began 
to open. 
The Opinion section should be filled with, well, 
opinions. And that’s just what I articulated and 
perfected—my opinions. Through the process, I 
have been applauded and threatened, followed and 
enlightened, all for an article in a college newspaper. 
When writing for The Cowl, you realize how your 
words have the ability to enrage or enlighten. But the 
ability to empathize with your audience and make a 
full circle is the most invaluable lesson learned. To 
take a walk in the woods, open your ears, and let 
your mind wander into the abyss of perspectives. 
So, if I haven’t made it apparent yet, The Cowl 
has made me a better person. If you haven’t found 
something that pushes you to strive for excellence, 
keep looking. Or just grab an application for The 
Cowl and watch your world unfold. 
PHOTO BY MORGAN PEKERA ’15/ THE COWL
Above is one of the many blueprints being considered for Al Mag’s renovation.
PHOTO COURTESY OF  JOHN SWEENEY
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Find Kindness and Courage in Your Heart
High School Student Offers Supportive Message to LGBTQ Community
by Dania Derivois ’15
Guest Opinion
education
A Call to Teach & Serve
PHOTO COURTESY OF IMGKID.COM
As my senior year at Providence 
College comes to a close, I am thinking 
back on the good times, but I’m also 
looking forward to my next chapter. 
Like many of you, I struggled to figure 
out exactly what I wanted to do after 
graduation. There are many paths we 
can each take, but we have a unique 
opportunity to make an impact when 
we leave PC.
At a very early age, I was convinced 
that I wanted to be a school teacher. 
But when I shared my dream with my 
father, he encouraged me to pursue a 
more lucrative career. Heartbroken, 
I dabbled in other fields of study, 
wondering if maybe a career as a child 
psychologist would make both me and 
him happy. But something just didn’t 
feel right. Although both of those 
majors lend themselves to great careers 
that impact lives, at the end of the day 
I felt like my ultimate calling was to be 
in the classroom with students.  
I first started working with kids 
through Youth & Family Enrichment 
Services (YOFES)—a non-profit 
organization I got to know during 
my freshman year of high school. As 
a Youth Leader and Teacher Assistant 
for YOFES’s six-week summer 
enrichment program, I worked with 
a classroom of students helping them 
practice their academic skills.  For 
eight summers now, I’ve worked with 
students who are talented, intelligent, 
and full of potential, but have had 
few opportunities presented to them 
because of their socio-economic status. 
As a woman of color from a similar 
economic background, I understand 
High school and social 
anxiety are two things that 
usually go hand-in-hand. 
Junior Jacob Lescenski of 
Desert Oasis High School 
in Las Vegas, however, has 
proven that one can overcome 
the fear of judgment and do 
the right thing.
Prom can be one of the 
most exciting and memorable 
events of high school, so when 
Lescenski and his best friend 
Anthony Martinez were both 
without dates, he figured 
they should go together. The 
plot twist is that Lescenski is 
straight, whereas Martinez is 
gay.
Lescenski wanted to ask 
Martinez in a fun and unique 
way so he got some friends 
together and they helped 
him create a banner that 
read: "You're hella gay, I'm 
hella str8, but you're like my 
brother, so be my d8." 
Although the invitation was 
certainly creative and comical 
like Lescenski hoped, it was 
also so much more than that. 
It was a message of love and 
acceptance for his best friend, 
and ultimately a symbol of 
hope for other students across 
America. 
Defying norms can be 
daunting in any social 
environment, never mind the 
typically immature and naive 
atmosphere of high school. 
The fear of being different 
did not scare Lescenski off, 
however, as he said, “If it 
made Anthony happy, and 
fulfilled his dream of going to 
prom with a guy, and had a 
date to prom myself, nothing 
else mattered.”
Martinez's answer to the 
invitation was yes, of course, 
and he was incredibly moved 
by Lescenski's kind gesture. 
“He’s a real man. Given that 
he has the guts to fulfill my 
gay student council dream of 
always helping out planning 
dances, and never getting 
asked. I couldn’t ask for a 
better person in my life,” said 
Martinez.
His happiness does not 
end with merely having a 
date for the dance, however, 
as Martinez is also happy 
knowing that his friend has 
“made a huge change in the 
world somehow.” 
Lescenski has, in fact, made 
an impact on the world by 
sparking an extremely positive 
social media response. One 
girl summed up the online 
support best, as she tweeted, 
with a picture of Lescenski's 
by Jacquelyn Kelley ’17
Opinion Editor
lgbtq support
Wherever you turn on campus, 
there is bound to be competition. From 
the highly competitive tryouts for 
clubs and campus organizations to the 
challenging academic atmosphere and 
demand for success along with the idea 
of eventually joining a competitive 
workforce looming in the back of our 
minds, there seems to be no escape to 
college’s competitive culture. 
With summer only a few short 
weeks away, most students will view 
the end of the academic year as an 
opportunity to rest, relax, and spend 
time with friends and family. But for 
others, the leisure and relaxation we 
commonly associate with summer is 
all but nonexistent.  The pressure to 
find an esteemed summer internship 
allows the intense competition that 
was once limited by our academic 
calendar to take over the few months 
between classes that many people 
once referred to as “summer break.” 
The increasing stress and importance 
of obtaining a summer internship 
is not only perpetuating the intense 
competitive atmosphere of college 
into the months of summer, but is 
also prohibiting students from taking 
the well-deserved break that was once 
inherently associated with summer 
vacation.   
Every day, students compete to 
succeed academically, compete to be 
involved on campus, and compete to 
achieve in whatever field they may 
by Sarah Kelley ’18
Opinion Staff
internships
Give Yourself a Break
Resist the Pressure to Get a 
Summer Internship
the challenges they face. I know that, 
on top of society’s low expectations, 
they carry the challenges poverty 
presents outside of the classroom—all 
of which affect their ability to focus 
inside of it. It’s with all this in mind that 
I’ve decided to join Teach For America 
after graduation. With incredible 
support from my family, teachers, 
and community, I was able to beat the 
odds and attend PC. But it shouldn’t be 
this difficult. My story shouldn’t be so 
unlikely. I want to be a part of making 
it much more commonplace. 
As a classroom teacher in an 
underserved community, the work 
will be incredibly difficult, and I know 
I’ll have to give my all every day 
to give my kids the education they 
deserve. But I also know that as a PC 
graduate and a woman of color, I can 
share my own story and encourage my 
students to use it as inspiration and 
guidance as they write theirs. I plan to 
show my students that I understand 
the barriers they face, but that I want to 
be a partner in helping them overcome 
them. My own experiences growing 
up and my work with YOFES have 
taught me that when students know 
they have potential and value and are 
provided with the support to realize 
their dreams, there is no limit to what 
is possible for their futures.
All of us at PC have been privileged 
to get a great education here. We’ve 
had incredible opportunities to learn 
and grow—opportunities that all kids 
in this nation deserve. Let’s work 
together to make sure they get them.
Dania Derivois is a senior majoring in 
Sociology and Spanish. She is currently 
the President of the Dance Team and will 
be a 2015 Teach For America-Chicago 
corps member. 
banner, “If everyone thought 
like this the world would be a 
better place.”
Kind thoughts and acts 
like that of Lescenski are all 
it takes to make the LGBTQ 
community feel a little more 
loved and accepted. If a 16- 
year-old boy in high school, a 
social environment that is so 
often defined by strict social 
norms and cruelty, can find 
the courage to advocate for his 
gay friend, we should all be 
able to stand up and advocate 
for the LGBTQ community. 
  
be pursuing. But isn’t summer about 
taking a step back from all of this 
competition? While nobody can deny 
the importance of experience and a 
strong resume in order to achieve and 
succeed in the world after graduating 
from Providence College, how far are 
people willing to let the competitive 
nature of college intrude on the last 
few summers we have before we must 
enter the “real world,” the workforce, 
or whatever postgraduate enterprises 
we may pursue.
If summer vacation is supposed 
to be a time in which students can 
have a respite from the competitive 
environment of college, shouldn’t 
we utilize these months to focus on 
ourselves, our family, and our friends? 
Students with summer jobs like camp 
counselors, lifeguards, waiters, etc. 
should not feel as though they are 
“falling behind” when hearing of the 
internship experiences of their peers. 
Yet the competitive culture of college 
has done exactly that by perpetuating 
the need to constantly achieve, succeed, 
and do everything and anything at all 
times to advance ourselves in all areas 
(academic, social, and professional). 
This competition has essentially 
detracted from the inherent nature 
of summer as a “break” by putting 
a continuous pressure on students 
to always achieve, while placing the 
importance of relaxation, friends, and 
family (arguably what summer is 
really about) on the backburner. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF CNN.COM
Lescenski, in an exemplary act of kindness, invited his best friend Martinez to their junior prom.
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Tangents & Tirades
by Kathleen McGinty ’16
Editor-in-Chief
EDITOR’S COLUMN
Camp Out At 
Club Phil
The time has come for Providence 
College’s annual library campout! 
BYOB—Bring your own books! The 
campout will start early next week 
until May 11. The campsite is open 24/7. 
If only there weren’t fire regulations 
keeping students from having a 
s’mores study break. I would tell you 
to bring your pillows, but there’s no 
need. Students will be so tired that they 
will simply pass out on their textbooks 
or laptop keyboards by the end of the 
night. All jokes aside, please consider 
attending this library campout. It’s 
the perfect setting to study for your 
final exams. It’ll be so silent that you’ll 
practically be able to hear the crickets 
in the Deep Quiet Zone. For some 
students, this is their final campout at 
Providence College, so be sure to end 
on a high note and make the most of 
it. For others, who have never been 
to a PC library campout before, don’t 
knock it until you try it. It’ll be worth 
it when you go home at the end of 
the year with good grades instead of 
mosquito bites.
-McKenzie Tavella ’18
My friends, a perfect GPA, 
vampires, a future job out of college, 
and the friendzone; all of these 
seemingly unrelated things have one 
thing in common. THEY DO NOT 
EXIST. While each is worthy of its own 
tangent and/or tirade, let’s focus on 
the “friend zone.” Like a siren luring 
sailors to their deaths, men, women, 
and pizza are all prone to drawing in 
a person only to say that they are just 
friends…or likewise, you will find a 
gaggle of drunken boys and/or girls (I 
say this as compared to men or women) 
whining in a fashion similar to the era 
of Panic! At the Disco, that they have 
been “friend zoned” and that the other 
is being unreasonable and have friend 
zoned them. STOP. SHUT UP. GET 
OVER YOURSELF (advice from my 
very Asian mother, love you Kyung). 
Chances are, the person in question 
is not into you in the first place. You 
are not me, the most handsome and 
perfect person in the world. Rejection 
is possible. In fact, if you are that 
drunken person on Guzman Hill, 
that rejection is a godsend and will 
ensure that complications and well-
warranted lawsuits are prevented. 
Making derogatory comments about 
the other person will not make you 
more attractive, and will not endear 
you. Your lack of self-esteem should 
not be projected upon others. Finally, 
if you are using the friend zone to 
avoid someone, then please grow a 
pair of Pelotas AND TELL THEM YOU 
ARE NOT ATTRACTED TO THEM 
AND WOULD SOONER MAKE OUT 
WITH QUASIMOTO. EDWARD OUT! 
(drops mic.)
-Edward Walrod ’16
The Friend Zone 
Does Not Exist
Recently, a controversy has brewed 
on campus regarding the Renaissance 
Hotel and Providence College’s 
relationship with it. I won’t go into too 
many details since the topic has already 
been covered in this newspaper, but 
in short, many feel that PC should 
not continue to do business with the 
hotel in light of its policies concerning 
workers’ rights. Last week, students 
and faculty organized a protest on 
campus to bring awareness to the issue. 
However well-intended it may have 
been, the protest was ineffective at best, 
all because of the unforgiveable sin of 
amateurishness. For one, the protest 
was extraordinarily brief, preventing 
many people from actually receiving 
the message. Then there’s the methods 
which the protest employed. It seems 
that the protesters were so concerned 
with making their argument sound 
convincing that they forgot to make an 
argument. The pamphlets distributed 
laughably used the good old theme of 
“see/hear/speak no evil,” which, aside 
from being woefully irrelevant to the 
issue at hand, was utilized as nothing 
more than simple (disconnected) 
headers to the actual claims that were 
made. Finally, the actual goal was 
suspect. Not much is going to convince 
PC to reschedule events which are right 
around the corner and planned well in 
advance, nor is attempting to pressure 
them into doing so going to make 
much of a difference in the efforts of the 
hotel workers. Perhaps a more efficient 
protest would be to go directly to the 
Renaissance as representatives of the 
PC community and get them to listen 
to their workers. While protests can be 
effective, when executed as poorly as 
this one was, they are little more than a 
useless waste of time.
-Wesley Trask ’16
Hotel Protest 
Was Ineffective
PHOTO COURTESY OF SLIDESHARE.NET
Just a few months 
ago, when  Providence 
College students 
returned to campus on 
MLK Day for the start 
of the spring semester, 
I was anxiously 
sitting alone in Logan 
Airport wiping tears of 
nervousness from my 
eyes and questioning 
why I was about to fly 
halfway around the 
world to Rome for a 
semester. Now, with 
my departure just two 
days away, I am pretty 
sure I will be crying 
tears of sadness in 
the airport this time, 
leaving a place that has 
truly come to feel like 
home for the past four 
months.
I have never been 
one to embrace periods 
of transition with 
open arms. Yet, if there 
is one thing my semester 
abroad has taught me, it 
is that change can grace 
us with transformative 
experiences that we 
never expected. My 
experiences exploring 
a new culture have 
offered me entirely new 
perspectives not only of 
the world, but also of 
myself.
Here at The Cowl, as 
we publish our last issue 
of the semester and enter 
this period of transition 
in which the unknown 
lay ahead, I am sure 
much of our staff is 
feeling this anxiousness 
that had me in tears in 
January. For our seniors, 
it might stem from 
entering into graduate 
school or starting a job; 
for our writers, taking 
on an editor or a senior 
writer position; and for 
our incoming freshmen, 
deciding whether or not 
to join The Cowl in the 
fall. 
For Gabriella and me, 
it is because we now 
have the Tamagotchi in 
our hands, which Mason 
and Kelly, along with 
our editors, copy editors, 
writers, business staff, 
and web staff, have made 
even more sacred than it 
already was. This past 
year’s staff as a whole 
has left all of us with big 
shoes to fill.
Yet Gabriella and I are 
excited for next year. In 
the midst of this time 
of change, whether it 
is in our positions as 
EIC or AEIC or those of 
our staff members, and 
the unknown it brings 
with it, we know that 
the hard work that our 
staff puts into the paper 
each year will continue 
to transform The Cowl, 
further enriching the 
tradition that it has 
become.
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Got 
Something 
to say?
Send Letters to 
the Editor to
cowlcommentary@gmail.com 
Get more 
Cowl:
@thecowl
facebook.com/thecowl
Thanks for an awesome year!
Have a safe, healthy, happy 
summer!
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TOP LEFT: BOP hosts the last Tuesday Timeout of the year: Open Mic 
Night. Students get on stage in McPhail’s to show off their talent. 
TOP RIGHT: BOP hosts their annual Clam Jam this past Friday. Students 
gather on lower campus to enjoy local food trucks, live music, and 
activities. 
MIDDLE LEFT:  Dance Company performs their student choreographed 
showcase this past Friday and Saturday at the Angell Blackfriars Theatre.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Students gather in McPhail’s for Father Justin Brophy, 
O.P.’s last lecture on The Dark Knight and the human soul. 
BOTTOM LEFT: A sushi instructor from Sodexo teaches students how 
to make their own California rolls. Students enjoy their sushi following 
the tutorial. 
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“Doing what frozen things do in 
summer.”
-Olaf
What are you looking 
forward to this summer?
“Seeing friends and going home to 
New York City.”
Kelly Aktinson ’18
“Going to the beach and turning 21.”
Katy Fitzgerald ’16 and Tricia Elliott ’16
“A break from school, trip to London, going to the 
house in Maine and adventures with friends.”
 Alison Kern ’18 and Courtney Bumsch ’18
“Working and being with friends at PC.”
 Patrick Tate ’17
“Working on projects in Liberia.”
 Jermoh Kamara ’15
“Getting back with high school friends and seeing 
my family more.”
 Aiden O’Conner ’18
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Review: Jazz Night at the Smith Center
by Ryan Cox ’18
A&E Staff
MUSIC
Bruce Jenner: The Interview
by Isabella Goldstein ’17
A&E Staff
DANCE
The PC Jazz Band kicked off this semester’s 
final weekend of student concerts on April 24 in 
the Ryan Concert Hall, bringing a predominantly 
big band sound to the stage with the talents of 16 
students under the direction of Alex Lee-Clark. 
The ensemble’s sound rivals professional quality, 
and the individual talents of its members are 
outstanding, making the final concert of the year 
one to remember.
The group opened with the Duke Ellington 
piece “Harlem Air Shaft.” Immediately, the 
entire ensemble locked into the groove of the 
piece, and the saxophone section blended 
well, demonstrating the student musicians’ 
sensitivity to balancing each section of the 
band. Throughout the night, the band’s ability 
to blend and adapt was on display as the Jazz 
Band changed styles with every piece they 
performed. Nat Adderley’s chart “Work Song” 
showed the Jazz Band at its best. Lee-Clark 
introduced the piece as “improvisational big 
band,” explaining that only the melody and 
chord changes were given to the ensemble. 
Everything else was all improvised by the 
students, displaying their ability to play 
off one another, as well as their incredible 
musicianship. “Work Song” was later followed 
by “Jan Jan/Nuthin’ But A G Thang,” Lee-Clark’s 
own arrangement of a tune by The Fabulous 
Counts and the hit by Dr. Dre. The band knows 
how to play funk and how to have fun with it, and 
the audience could see some of the band members 
getting into the groove.
The talents of the students in the ensemble are 
unrivaled. Jeff DiIorio ’17 was the guitarist for the 
ensemble and had several solos throughout the 
night. His ability to navigate around the fretboard 
of his guitar is unbelievable, and his technical 
ability makes his solos seem effortless and 
natural. Pat Heffernan ’18 was the lead alto sax 
for the group, and like DiIorio, soloed effortlessly. 
Despite being a freshman, his talent is beyond his 
years. He plays sax as if it were an extension of his 
own body; to be cliché, his playing comes from 
the soul and induces chills. Maddie O’Brien ’17 
played bari sax, and although it was hard to hear 
given the low range of the instrument, what was 
audible demonstrated great technical skill and 
finesse in her musicianship.
The final piece of the evening was an original 
This past weekend, the Providence College Dance Company (PCDC) 
performed its annual Spring Show down at Smith Center for the Arts. Treasurer 
Ellie Wallace ’15 took the time to speak about her experience performing during 
her time at PC.   
Isabella Goldstein: What have these past four years been like for you being a 
company member? How has PCDC made your experience at PC more special?
Ellie Wallace: PCDC has had a huge impact on my college experience. I think 
that college is a huge transition for everyone, but PCDC made that transition 
a lot easier for me. Whenever I dance, I feel like I am able to completely be 
myself, and PCDC became my comfort zone on campus. Whenever I was 
stressed about work, I knew that I had dance classes and rehearsals to use as 
an outlet for my stress. 
IG: What will you miss most about PCDC? 
EW: I am going to miss all of the great friends that I met through PCDC. I 
have always found that it is easy to make friends at dance because we all share 
the same love of dance, and this could not be truer for PCDC. I was always 
excited to go to rehearsals and technique classes, because I knew that I would 
be able to hang out with some of my best friends. I am going to miss not having 
this definite time to spend with the amazing members of PCDC.
IG: What has been your most memorable experience? 
EW: My most memorable experience on PCDC is right before any show that 
we have. There is always a lot of anticipation and excitement in the air. People 
help each other to get ready as we all talk excitedly about who is coming to 
see this show or about what our plans for after the show are. It is a time when 
the whole company is guaranteed to be together. I love the excitement that 
everyone has to showoff what we have been working so hard on.
IG: What is the bond you have developed with your two fellow senior 
members like? 
EW: I feel so lucky to have been able to dance with Jillian Gentile and Sarah 
Buller for the past four years. They are both such incredible people and dancers, 
and I have learned so much from them. Since there are only three of us we have 
been able to become very close. I know that we are all very proud to be on 
PCDC and that we will always be connected by the experiences we have shared.
IG: Can you describe to me what it felt like performing your last dance on 
stage as a PCDC member? 
EW: Performing my last dance on stage was definitely emotional. I was 
proud to show the audience the piece that Jillian, Sarah, and I have been 
working so hard on all semester, but I was also really sad because it meant I 
had to say goodbye to PCDC. I have really never felt as strong a connection to 
the people I am dancing with than when I was dancing that last dance with Jill 
and Sarah. Throughout the whole dance I would look at Jillian and Sarah and I 
knew that we were all feeling the same thing. During the last dance the rest of 
the company was standing backstage. We all knew they were there and having 
their support was incredible. It was definitely a performance that I will never 
forget.
IG: What does your future in dance look like? How do you plan on keeping 
dance a part of your life? 
EW: One thing I know for sure is that I will keep dancing no matter what. I 
always feel like my best self when I have dance as an outlet. I hope to be able to 
teach at the studio where I grew up. One of my dance teachers from high school 
is starting her own company and she has asked me to audition for it, so I will 
definitely be attending that audition this summer. No matter what I am doing 
for a career I know that I will always be taking dance classes. And of course I 
will be coming back to visit PCDC whenever I can!
composition by Jack McShane ’15, a pianist who 
also played trumpet throughout the concert. 
The piece, titled “Pickle the Beast,” featured a 
sax line that complemented trumpet melody 
perfectly. McShane was completely in his element 
at the piano, looking relaxed. The piece featured 
O’Brien, Mike Weber ’16 on tenor sax, and Michael 
Silveira ’16 on alto sax. The Jazz Band will play its 
final concert on Thursday, April 30 at 8 p.m in ’64 
Hall as part of Big Band Swing Night.
Q&A with Ellie Wallace of PCDC
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TELEVISION
David Letterman’s TV Legacy
Bruce Jenner: The Interview
After over 31 years on the air, 
David Letterman will be filming his 
final episode of Late Show with David 
Letterman on Wednesday, May 20. Back 
in April of 2014, Letterman revealed 
to his fans that only a year would 
remain of his show. Now, quickly 
approaching the final episode, CBS 
is revealing more and more details 
about the highly anticipated final 
show, while paying tribute to the man 
who brought them great viewership 
and hilarious monologues. 
Late Show With David Letterman 
started back in 1993 and was an 
instant hit. Close to 10 years after 
the show began, Letterman’s show 
was ranked by TV Guide as number 
seven in an article titled “TV Guide’s 
50 Greatest TV Shows of All Time.” 
Letterman brought in an average of 
about 3.1 million viewers per episode, 
and once hit an all time high of 15 
million viewers following a Winter 
Olympics time slot. In its 12-year run, 
Late Night picked up six Primetime 
Emmy Awards in Outstanding 
Variety, Music, or Comedy Series. 
In 2013, Letterman passed Johnny 
Carson in number of episodes one 
has hosted, making him the longest 
running late-night television host. 
Letterman’s yearly salary has hit $40 
million per year. 
The final 25 episodes will include 
guest appearances by some of 
Hollywood’s most worshipped stars, 
such as Oprah Winfrey, George 
Clooney, Will Ferrell, Alec Baldwin, 
Steve Martin, Billy Crystal, Julia 
Roberts, Ray Romano, Jerry Seinfeld, 
and many more. With his show 
coming to a close, stars are lining up 
to be on the show one last time. 
Following the final episode, the 
show will be taken over by The 
Colbert Report’s Stephen Colbert, 
who will air his first episode as 
Late Show host on Sept. 8. Viewers 
can expect to see a similar show in 
terms of format, but as Letterman’s 
crew exits the show, Colbert will 
be bringing his entire Colbert Report 
cast. According to Rolling Stone, 
Colbert released a statement telling 
viewers that this job is a dream 
come true for him: “Simply being a 
guest on David Letterman’s show 
has been a highlight of my career. I 
never dreamed that I would follow 
in his footsteps, though everyone in 
late night follows Dave’s lead. I’m 
thrilled and grateful that CBS chose 
me. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have 
to go grind a gap in my front teeth.” 
Colbert has very big (and successful) 
shoes to fill. 
Both viewers and coworkers of 
Letterman have been praising his 
work seen on the talkshow these 
past few weeks. CBS president 
and CEO Leslie Moonves released 
in a statement: “David Letterman 
has given to all of us a remarkable 
legacy of achievement and creative 
brilliance that will never be 
forgotten. It’s going to be tough to 
say goodbye, but I know we will 
all cherish the shows leading up 
to Dave’s final broadcast in May.” 
As late-night television’s longest 
running host, David Letterman will 
surely be missed as one of TV’s 
funniest comedians. 
by Kealy Robertson ’16
A&E Staff
CELEBRITY
Imagine living 65 
years of your life in 
a body that does not 
parallel your mind. 
Imagine being born a 
male, but possessing 
an innate feeling that 
you are meant to be a 
female. It takes a brave 
individual to come 
out to the world and 
admit that he or she is 
different, and on Friday 
night, in an exclusive 
interview with Diane 
Sawyer, Bruce Jenner 
did just that. 
For many years, there 
has been speculation 
concerning Bruce 
Jenner’s gender. People 
across the world have 
poked fun at his ever-
changing appearance. 
In his early years, Bruce 
Jenner was the greatest 
athlete in the world for 
his achievements in the 
1976 Olympics. He has 
always been known as 
a strong, agile man, but 
as of Friday, he has come 
out and told the world 
that on the inside, he has 
always known that he is 
a woman. “People look 
at me differently. They 
see me as this macho 
male, but my heart and 
my soul and everything 
that I do in life—it is part 
of me. That female side 
is part of me. That’s who 
I am.”
Bruce has been 
grappling with the fact 
that he feels like he is a 
woman since he was a 
young child. At eight or 
nine years old, he had a 
deep yearning to put on 
a dress. In the interview, 
he talked about how he 
could not explain this 
yearning, but that it came 
from deep within him 
and continued to haunt 
him. He had no idea 
what he was feeling, and 
he had nobody to turn 
to. Bruce struggled with 
his gender as a child, 
and as a result, he chose 
to try and accentuate 
his manliness and turn 
against his urge to be a 
female. 
Throughout his 
three marriages, Bruce 
admitted his gender 
battles to each of his 
wives. They thought 
that it was a phase, 
something that he would 
get over, yet he could 
not shake the feeling 
that he was pretending 
to be someone he was 
not. At one point, Kim 
Kardashian walked in on 
Bruce putting on a dress. 
Bruce told Diane that the 
situation was never truly 
addressed, and for many 
years, his gender was a 
secret that neither Bruce, 
nor his family members 
spoke of. 
As anybody would 
be, Bruce was very afraid 
to tell his children about 
transitioning. As a father 
of six biological children, 
and the stepfather to 
the four Kardashians, 
Bruce did not want to 
let them down, but it 
has come to the point 
where he cannot hide 
his true self anymore. 
Bruce discussed how 
hard it has been for his 
children to grapple with 
this transition. However, 
they have all been very 
supportive of him— they 
are incredibly proud of 
their father. Bruce said 
that Kim has been the 
most accepting of his 
changes after taking 
advice from Kanye 
West when he told her 
that you are nothing if 
you cannot be true to 
yourself. Bruce’s act of 
admitting to his family 
that he feels that he was 
meant to be a woman is 
his way of becoming the 
truest form of himself. 
Bruce Jenner has 
proved his bravery as 
he told the world Friday 
night that he is going to 
begin the full transition 
from a man to a woman. 
It is not as if he has been 
trying to dress up like a 
woman, but rather that 
he has been dressing up 
like a man his whole life, 
and now finally wants 
to be the woman within. 
He has his health, his 
family, and his children, 
and as a man or a 
woman, that love is all 
he needs. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF recode.net
PHOTO COURTESY OF aceshowbiz.com
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Dimensions
They sat at opposite ends of 
the bed, curled up, even though 
their figures made no need of it, 
as extended they could have fit 
perfectly within the frame. They 
lay together, and at the same time, 
they didn’t. They were in the same 
space, at the same point in time, but 
at the same time, they weren’t. He 
didn’t and couldn’t see her, but that 
didn’t mean she wasn’t there. And 
the same went for her. Very slowly, 
they extended their arms until 
their fingers touched and they held 
hands. Physically, he couldn’t feel 
his fingers interlocked with hers, 
and she couldn’t either, but that 
didn’t mean they weren’t together. 
After holding hands, he always 
enjoyed reaching out to caress the 
soft skin of her face. It would run 
smooth until he reached a small 
birthmark, in which he felt a tiny 
shift in terms of texture. He would 
actually let his fingers linger for 
several moments more, all so that 
he could appreciate the perfect 
imperfections of her complexion. 
He enjoyed doing this to her, and 
she loved having it done. It never 
got tiring for either of them, even 
now when neither could see or 
physically feel the other’s touch, 
for the warmth was still there, and 
from what they could both tell, it 
had no plans of going away. 
Their home didn’t have the most 
glamorous of views. If anything, 
what they saw when they looked 
out the window was half-way 
between barely making it, and run 
down. But they still liked looking 
out as a reminder to where they 
were versus what they once were. 
They felt like they were never 
going to escape, trapped forever 
and boxed up in a tight square of a 
small town, with no hopes of ever 
moving forward. When they first 
moved into their new home, the 
image of the boulevard from their 
window, in a strange, twisted way, 
was a sight to behold. From then 
on it was a reminder that while it 
wasn’t much, it was their own little 
corner of the world—a place that 
they could call home.
They both enjoyed looking out 
into the world from their little 
corner. She would often reach the 
window first, and he would join 
her soon afterwards. He always 
put one arm around her waist, and 
he would place his free hand on the 
corresponding arm. She usually 
wore tank tops, and he usually 
wore t-shirts, and as he had hairy 
arms, they would either run or rest 
against her shoulders, and the way 
they bristled with her skin gave her 
goose bumps, but the funny feeling 
that came with goose bumps is one 
she liked having. It was no different 
this time. She didn’t feel him, and 
he didn’t feel her, and yet, he knew 
her warmth was there, and her, the 
tickles that came from his hairs. 
The couch that had occupied 
their living room stored many 
memories between the two, the 
good ones and the bad. He sat on 
it when she told him that she had 
gotten the promotion she had been 
going after for so long. She sat on it 
when he told her that they finally 
might be able to afford their own 
car. They both sat on it through the 
discussions that never really led 
anywhere; they took place merely 
because they both loved the crisp, 
joyous sound of the other’s voice. 
They sat on it the times they argued 
with one another. One would 
lay and sleep on it the times they 
argued more intensely: one would 
walk out in the neighborhood to 
cool off, taking almost the entire 
day to recollect their thoughts, 
the other would rest on the couch, 
and at the end of the day, one of 
them would always return to the 
couch, ready to kiss, caress, and 
apologize for being so irrational 
and immature. 
And sometimes the couch would 
be where both spent most of the 
night. They would want to watch 
a movie, usually an oldie or a new 
release, and as excited as they were 
to watch it together, they could 
never help how tired either or both 
were. One would fall asleep on the 
other’s shoulder, the second would 
rest their head on the other’s head, 
and they would both miss the 
movie and most of the evening. 
They couldn’t really make more 
memories on the couch seeing 
as neither one of them was truly 
there when the other one was. But 
that didn’t mean they had to let 
the old memories fade, and like 
the other times they would feel 
the other’s soft touch, just because 
they were there, didn’t mean they 
weren’t there. They could still feel 
the warmth of the other’s cheek on 
their shoulder, the presence of the 
other’s arm on theirs, and the way 
one’s hand felt the other’s. They 
were adults, and they were very 
much in love, but when they held 
hands, they couldn’t help but think 
of the times they were younger. 
They harkened back to the days 
of being in middle school, holding 
hands when they were sitting on 
the bleachers during gym class. Or 
by Jose Martinez ’16
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when they were sitting in the movie 
theater, paying no attention at all to 
the moving picture on the screen, 
focused more on being in each 
other’s company. Or more recently, 
when they sat on the bench of a 
nearby park, enjoying the last few 
minutes of sunlight with their 
fingers interlocked, moments 
before he decided he wanted to ask 
the question that would change 
both of their lives forever. They 
could feel the grasp of the other’s 
hand then, and even now, when 
both were each other’s company, 
and at the same time, not in each 
other’s company, their palms could 
feel the other’s.  
And then their day would end. 
The last bit of contact would be 
between the lips. She could still 
recall all the times they kissed in the 
past, and how when they kissed, his 
lips would slightly quiver, showing 
a slight sign of nervousness, like 
he was still an awkward teenager. 
She found it adorable, and while 
she couldn’t feel his lips on hers, 
she knew they were there, and she 
knew that they would still quiver 
as they always have. 
The absolute last thing they 
would do would be to take each 
other in their arms. His arms weren’t 
there physically, and neither were 
hers. But they could still feel them, 
and they could still detect their 
warmth. And although they didn’t 
hear the words, they knew they 
were said, and they would be the 
only words that mattered, despite 
each other’s physical absence.
“I can feel your presence beside 
me.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF kirchli
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Everything connected in that 
short moment, and months of 
hints and clues half-believed and 
half-denied, for fear of failing trust 
or sickly paranoia, seemed all at 
once to become consummate into 
a horrible and inescapable reality: 
her husband was having an affair.
She had tried for months to 
suppress the thought, the many 
dreads that had pierced her heart 
every night as she lay in bed. She 
had tried to make into nothing 
the little signs that gnawed at 
her: the coldness, the irascibility, 
the distraction, the intense and 
suspicious privacy, the perfumes 
she could so faintly smell, but there 
was now no dispute.
She had found an email he had 
printed out (since, she knew, he 
hated reading things off of screens), 
an email written by his mistress. 
It left no room for doubt, no 
possibility for misinterpretation. It 
spoke of “our affair,” “your wife,” 
“our next meeting,” “our secret,” 
and a million other things that 
made certain the point hit home. In 
spite of this, for yet a moment the 
reality did not—could not—hit her, 
but then, like a falling vase is bound 
to hit the ground and shatter, the 
truth penetrated her heart.
She sat stunned. She was quiet. 
She wept violently, desperately, 
despairingly. She nearly vomited 
from all the grief and agony. But 
there was nothing yet to be done, 
so she just sat alone for some time, 
feeling broken inside and reflecting.
She couldn’t help but think 
back to her days at college, when 
she gave such free advice, and, in 
a heartbeat, without thinking, she 
would tell a friend to break up with 
her boyfriend, or to pursue a new 
relationship behind his back. “If it 
seems right to you, if it makes you 
feel any better right now, go ahead 
and do it. That’s all that matters. 
And, I mean, who would he be to 
judge you anyway?” such things 
she would say, not imagining the 
train of misery that path would 
leave behind. The sickness of it 
all hit her then, how in trying 
to act kindly she had wrought 
such cruelty and in advocating 
pleasure she had brought forth 
such pain, not only for others but, 
ultimately, for herself as well. Since 
each person learns from others, 
and in letting her old friends act 
so freely, she had helped to make 
a world where passion rules and 
its dominion knows no bounds, 
not even the shattering of a loving 
woman’s heart. “O my soul, what 
have I done?” thought she. For now 
she knew that there was right and 
wrong, and their reality could not 
be escaped.
The sound of children’s voices singing drifts,
Clearly, over the green-grown grass, and we
Have tarried long, in the shadows of the wood,
And where between the trunks of ancient oaks,
Dear heart, the fair sun cast us into fire, 
And lit our diamond souls like summer days.
The day rolls away as hours pass, so sun 
Will pause, just here, before he sets today,
To give us one more moment of delight. 
And after we have gone, the twilight comes,
Expectedly; the rain will patter soft 
And wet on winding ways we wended down, 
In fuller time, to grow the sweet, slow promise:
The rarest blooming of late summer rose. 
It is over now, and time, so dreadfully fast,
Has led us to this moment, no longer the past,
Or the future awaiting us with watchful eyes
To make us happy or sad, or both in disguise.
The stage has been set, each seat made ready
For the trembling forms that will sit unsteady,
Waiting for the call, the summons to rise,
To stand before proud and tear-filled eyes.
In that moment, the applause fades away,
The cheers and shouts of joy seem to stray
Into the distant corners of the world so wide,
As the time comes to take that final stride.
The first step, and the last, both at one time
The beginning and end of that treacherous climb.
And then, it is over—finally freedom is won,
And four hard years of work…is finally done.
by David Martineau ’18
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Glorious Summer
by Kate Jorgensen ’15
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The First 
Step
Sorrow Unto Death
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Tiffany & 
Earl
Making PC an emotionally stable 
place one letter at a time
UGH JAMES STOP BEING SUCH A SLOB,
 
In the wise words of Degrassi, “Whatever it takes, I know 
I (or in this case, you) can make it through.” Channel 
your inner Manuella Santos, don’t be kookoo bananas, 
and do whatever it takes to get what you want (even if 
you have to send nudes to creepy Peter in order to get 
famous). Seriously, I don’t care if you have to curb stomp 
that betch who called you fake, show your tatas to the 
mechanic so that your parents kick you out of the house 
(preventing you from living with them and eliminating 
your quinceñara…yes, James, I know you have tatas), or 
if you have to march your tight little glute down to the 
Foxy Lady and apply for a job. That’s effing mint, bae. 
But actually, just stay Gone With the Wind Fabulous and 
never forget that Money Can’t Buy You Class. Satchels 
of gold may seem tempting, but Jamesie, baby, your will 
and might of the katana are going to push you through 
life; no matter what, you will succeed, just as long as you 
believe in yourself (shed a single emo tear, because I’m 
being a super silly monkey). If that doesn’t work, don’t be 
afraid to throw a little shade and strip down a bit, babe.
 
It’s my time to go put my head in a box right now…no 
ovens for me.
 
Love you all, my little animals.
 
XOXO
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
I'm graduating in two weeks and I still don't have a 
job. I really don't want to live with my parents, but being 
homeless doesn't sound like a better alternative. Any 
suggestions on where I can find a job? I will do whatever 
it takes.
Sincerely,
James
Dear Totally Not James,
Come on, bro. You don't want to live with your parents? 
Free rent, free food, free WiFi and someone to do your 
laundry? How could you not want that! That is the 
dream!! So what if you can't really bring back girls at 
night with the threat of having your mother walk in. So 
what if you can't struggle to open the door and then set 
off the alarm in your house because that is just rude. You. 
Have. A. Place. To. Live. With the people that will always 
love you. Just do it while you figure out your life.  
Fine, you're too cool for that lifestyle? Here's a list of 
places to apply with your shitty ass degree and shitty ass 
grades. McDonald's. Chick-fil-A. Wendy's. Really any 
fast food place because you are two months late to the 
game of finding a job. Go back to your towns summer 
camp program and be a camp counselor for the summer. 
I hear you can make a little bit of money buying juice for 
those other counselors. Buy Louie's and Clubbies. Get a 
liquor license and get this place bumpin again. Last place 
I think you can find a job, Foxy Lady. They are always 
looking for bartenders and bouncers. 
Good luck, you waste of space.
Listomania
Rejected Listomania 
Topics
Celebrities No Longer Invited to PC
Things Kim Kardashian Can Balance on Her Behind
Places the Government Doesn't Want You to Explore with Drones
Things That Happen on Huxley That We Don't Mention
Things You Would Put Your Child in for Money
Things Mason Should Do Onstage at Commencement
Top 10 Places to Hide Your Alcohol on Campus
_________  Doesn't Belong in There
I Wouldn't Use Rhode Island as a Standard For __________
Things You Shouldn't Show Off on the Quad
Unannounced Side Effects of the Meng Vaccine
_________? I've Got a Guy for That.
PC: Unofficial National Champions of __________
Josh:   I love when I get a new Instagram 
follower!
Tina: You're starting to sound like a girl.
Josh: No no, not because I care about my 
follower count, but because I love when 
someone who just got on Instagram follows 
me.
Tina: Why?
Josh: There's something 
s o  h o n e s t  a n d 
beautiful about the 
new Instagrammer, 
you know?
Tina: I do not, please 
enlighten me.
J o s h :  T h e  n e w 
Instagrammer hasn't 
reached the level of 
sociopath, yet they're 
like, "Okay, so I have 
to make sure I post 
this picture between 7 
and midnight because 
that's when I'll get the 
most likes on a Friday 
and I mean Hannah 
told me not to post it 
because she thinks she looks kind of fat, but I 
don't really care because I look good and it'll 
get a lot of likes and Hannah's kind of rude 
anyways."
Tina:  Did you practice that speech and voice?
Josh: Very funny, but the new Instagrammer is 
so honest, they take and post pictures of what 
they want, they're like if a new born child 
could document all its own milestones. Like 
WOW, THIS IS THE ROUNDEST ROCK I'VE 
EVER SEEN Instagram. HOLY CRAP THIS 
IS THE BEST CRAPPY COFFEE I'VE EVER 
H A D !  I n s t a g r a m . 
THIS PIECE OF 
TOAST KIND OF 
LOOKS LIKE ABE 
LINCOLN! Instagram. 
I 'M WATCHING 
FORREST GUMP 
FOR THE FIRST 
T I M E  S O  I ' L L 
INSTAGRAM THE 
DVD BOX TO LET 
EVERYONE KNOW 
I'M WATCHING IT,
THEN I'LL INSTAGRAM 
A SELFIE TO LET 
PEOPLE KNOW 
HOW I FELT ABOUT 
THE EXPERIENCE.
Tina: You've really 
thought about this 
a lot haven't you? 
How much work do you have due tomorrow 
is the real question?
Josh: That's neither here nor there. If everyone 
could just hang on to that beautiful childlike 
innocence, Instagram would be a much better 
place. 
by Joey Aiello ’17
Portfolio Staff
dialogue
The Newborn Instagrammer
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Summer Storage & 
Shipping 
 Supplies delivered directly to your room ?
 Direct pick up from your room ?
 Storage of your items over summer break?
 Direct delivery to your room  when you return to campus?
 Boxed possessions  will be picked up directly from your room ?
 Shipping cost will be provided once measured and weighed at 
our location?
 Boxes will be shipped to the address you provide, using a safe, 
reliable shipping method?
Need help moving off campus? 
Storage Option 
Shipping Option 
www.nestudentservices.com 
support@nestudentservices.com 
401-405-0920 
Embrace
#nofilter
Join Photo
Apply at 
www.thecowl.com
Are you a business 
major looking 
to expand your 
resume? 
Consider joining The Cowl business staff and 
market advertising space, plan Cowl events, and 
maintain a yearly budget.
Apply at thecowl.com or email Managing Editor 
James Seabright at jseabrig@friars.providence.edu. 
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by Joey Ciccarello '16
Sports Editor
column
who is the best 
player in major 
league baseball?
Kershaw
Trout
It may be difficult to make an argument for a pitcher 
as the best player in baseball as he only plays roughly 
one out of every five games. If there is one exception 
though it has to be Clayton Kershaw. There is not one 
player in the entire league that can influence a game like 
Kershaw can. Sure, he has had a sub-stellar start to 2015 
but his numbers in 2014 are unheard of and there is no 
doubt he will return to form as the season drags on. 
The defending NL CY Young winner and NL MVP 
was lights out last year. He posted a 1.77 ERA last 
year, leading the league in that category for the fourth 
consecutive year (which hasn’t been done before.) 
Kershaw is sitting around a 2.48 career ERA, the lowest 
amongst every pitcher since Bob Gibson in 1968. He had 
an incredible strikeout rate of 33 percent. The numbers 
that Kershaw is putting up have not been seen since 
Roger Clemens and Pedro Martinez since the turn of the 
century. More importantly, though, was his impact on 
the game. The Dodgers went 20-1 in his last 21 starts of 
the season last year. 
Kershaw’s 2014 season was unbelievable. The year 
may go unmatched for quite some time. Good pitching 
is arguably the most important thing in baseball and 
there is not a better pitcher than Kershaw. Mike Trout 
is clearly the best hitter and prospect in baseball, but 
Kershaw has the most influence on any game he plays. 
Until he returns to earth from his outstanding form, 
Kershaw is the best in the game. 
    -James Kirby ’15
At the age of 23, Mike Trout already has three full 
seasons under his belt and has garnered plenty of 
attention for his ability to hit, run, and field. After 
his 2014 AL-MVP award, Trout cemented his reign 
among the elite players of Major League Baseball and 
rightly should be considered the best player in all of 
baseball right now. 
Trout, who recently became the youngest player 
to hit 100 home runs and steal 100 bases, possesses 
the “five tools” that many teams covet. So far in his 
career, he has earned Rookie of the Year in 2012, 
finished second in AL-MVP voting in 2012 and 2013, 
and finally won the AL-MVP award last season. The 
funny thing about Trout in 2014 was that he had 
his worst statistical season of his career but still led 
the AL with 115 runs scored, 111 RBIs and 338 total 
bases. In addition, Trout slugged 36 homers and hit 
for a .287 overall batting average. Even in a “down” 
year, Trout still was the best in the league and shows 
no signs of slowing up his production or defense 
in 2015. In fact, the Angels valued this cornerstone 
player so highly that in March 2014, they committed 
$144.5 million over six years to keep this Angel in 
their outfield. 
As a three-time All Star, Trout is a constant 
presence in the everyday lineup and appears ready 
to lead the Angels to a World Series Championship. 
At such a young age, he has already gained so much 
attention and still has room to grow, particularly in 
cutting down on his strikeout rate. However, Trout 
has repeatedly proven himself as the “Angel with 
the golden halo,” and all signs point to this young 
superstar continuing his dominance in baseball for 
years to come.
    - Sarah Wacik ’15
Editor's Corner: 
The Fight of a 
Lifetime
The anticipation leading up to 
this Saturday’s fight between Floyd 
Mayweather Jr. and Manny Pacquiao 
has been unprecedented. As someone 
who has not seen even five minutes of 
boxing in his life, this fight did not seem 
to interest me in the least. That is, until, 
I turned on SportsCenter one day to 
find a segment detailing Mayweather’s 
personal transgressions and history 
of domestic abuse. It was then that I 
decided to start paying attention to this 
widely discussed fight, and decided to 
root for Manny Pacquiao.
Mayweather, in a perfect world, is the 
man to root for. He has never lost, and, 
when everything is all said and done, 
may be considered one of the best boxers 
of all time. Despite his flaws, the man 
knows how to fight. However, it is hard 
to tell whether he has learned from his 
wrongdoings. In the end, he fights for 
himself, his money, his brand, and the 
possibility of a new Ferrari in his garage.
Meanwhile, Manny Pacquiao 
seems to fight for more than himself. 
Pacquiao’s undying loyalty to his 
country, the Philippines, and its people 
appears genuine.  He wants to represent 
his country in the best way he can, and 
plans to enter Saturday’s fight to an 
original composition that pays homage 
to his fellow Filipinos. Outside of a tax 
issue a few years ago, his legal record is 
clean.
Pacquiao openly advocated for this 
fight to happen for years, while “Money” 
Mayweather turned down nearly every 
opportunity to accept a fight before 
this year. While Pacquiao fought more 
frequently and nearly as successfully 
in comparison to Mayweather, 
Mayweather was busy ripping off racist, 
profanity-laden attacks on Pacquiao. 
Pacquiao bent over backwards to fight 
Mayweather, going as far as propsing 
random drug testing; Mayweather 
previously accused Pacquiao of 
taking Performance Enhancing Drugs. 
Pacquiao asked to fight for charity, but 
Floyd dodged these negotiations better 
than he dodges punches in the ring. 
Mayweather’s issues are obviously 
hard not to discuss, and make for much 
better suspense and expectation leading 
up to Saturday. Hopefully, the coming 
days will focus on the guy who fights 
for a whole country, rather than a guy 
who fights solely for himself and those 
closest to him. Saturday, May 2, has the 
potential to be an epic day in sports; 
from Red Sox-Yankees to the Kentucky 
Derby, from the NBA and NHL Playoffs 
to this title bout. It will feel incomplete, 
however, without a Pacquiao victory.
A Model of Consistency
Friartown has a two time national 
top 10 finisher this year, and many 
people around campus may not 
know anything about this continued 
excellence. Following their 2014 New 
England Club Championship, and a 
5th place finish at the NCCGA National 
Club Championship in the Fall, the 
Providence College Men’s Club Golf 
Team finished 9th in the NCCGA 
Spring National Championship. 
The event involved 38 different 
teams, with 295 overall players 
competing for club glory. Mike 
Nowosadko ’16 led the charge at this 
season’s event, placing 23rd nationally 
with an overall score of 153 over 
two rounds. Nowosadko spoke of 
the team’s transition from the fall to 
spring, which saw a four spot slip in 
the national finish, “We lost our best 
player who really carried our team in 
the fall, so our expectations were small 
this Spring. However, the sophomores 
and juniors, especially Dave Swezscul 
’17, stepped up and put up good scores, 
which allowed our team to come in 
ninth at the national championship.” 
The major loss that Nowosadko 
spoke of was Jamie Ferullo ’14GS, a 
player that anchored the Friars team 
during his time on campus. Ferullo’s 
play during the Fall was exceptional, 
and he was recognized with NEIGA 
by DJ Anderson '16
Sports Editor
club golf
Div. 1 First Team All-American 
honors as a result. Nevertheless, 
Coach John Conley’s team was able to 
bounce back, utilizing a strong core of 
underclassmen and returning players 
to earn another top 10 national finish. 
Other than Nowosadko, the Friars 
had three players place in the top 60. 
Joey Dechirico ’17 shot a two-day score 
of 156, only three strokes back of his 
teammate, which was good enough 
to earn him a tie at the 44 spot. Mike 
Hanley ’15 joined Dechirico in the 44 
spot, shooting a 156 in the final event of 
his senior year. Rounding out the top 
60 was the pre-mentioned Swezscul, 
who was the only underclassman to 
place in the top 100 for the Friars. He 
came in a tie for 54th place, shooting a 
157 over the two days.
Moving forward, the team looks to 
be in a position of ascension. According 
to Nowosadko, the team is “in a really 
good position to play well next spring 
with a solid core of players.” This claim 
is not far-fetched, as the team will only 
may only lose a maximum of three 
core players. With a group of rising 
underclassmen, and a strong core of 
juniors and seniors, Friar Golf could be 
headed towards a couple more top ten 
finishes in the 2015-2016 seasons. 
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Best Friar Sporting Moments of the Year
LaDontae Henton Carries Men's Basketball Against Notre Dame
  LaDontae Henton ’15 is graduating 
this year, but if you want something 
to remember his time at PC by, look 
no further than his performance on 
November 24, 2014. Behind Henton’s 
career-high 38 points, the Friars beat 
ACC powerhouse Notre Dame in a 
thriller, 75-74, emerging undefeated 
from the Hall of Fame Tip-Off Classic 
at Mohegan Sun Arena and bringing 
their regular season record to 5-0.
  It may have been the Friars’ most 
impressive win all season, considering 
the 32-6 record that Notre Dame went 
on to accumulate, the three-seed and 
eventual Elite Eight berth that they 
earned in the NCAA tournament, and 
the potency of their nationally-ranked 
offense. But it certainly was not an easy 
victory—and that is why it was so fun 
to watch as a PC fan.
  Coming into that Sunday, it was 
clear that it was anyone’s game. Both 
teams came in undefeated on the 
season; Notre Dame had posted easy 
double-digit blowouts in all of their 
previous four games, while the Friars 
had dispatched three of their prior foes 
by comfortable margins, receiving a 
scare only in their gritty 64-60 win over 
an underrated, hungry University of 
Albany squad. The neutral Connecticut 
location gave the Friars a slight edge, 
but pundits were quick to note that 
Notre Dame had won 11 of their last 13 
meetings against Providence.
  With the Dave Gavitt Cup on 
the line, the Friars came out strong, 
and no one on the floor played better 
than LaDontae Henton in the first 
half. He connected on three three-
pointers, finishing the first half with 
18 points. And Henton’s perimeter 
play was not the only facet of his game 
that was clicking that afternoon. His 
fearlessness in the paint, attacking the 
rim, and contorting his body to avoid 
the outstretched arms of much taller 
players, seemed to demoralize the 
Fighting Irish even more so than his 
hot touch beyond the arc. 
  On a night when Kris Dunn ’17 
was still finding his groove after two 
frustrating, injury-ridden years in a 
Friar uniform (he shot 33 percent on 
the night), Providence needed a big 
second half from Henton in addition 
by Nate Svogun ’16
Sports Staff
men's basketball
to a stellar first period. They sure got 
one. Henton added another 20 points 
to bring his total to 38. He played a 
Bryce Cotton-esque 40 minutes on the 
afternoon, making 14 of 19 shots, and 
sealing the game with two huge plays 
in the waning minutes of the game.
  With five minutes left in the second 
half, the Fighting Irish had built a solid 
66-58 lead, behind a balanced double 
digit scoring effort from all five of their 
starters. The Friars clawed back into it, 
with a dagger of a three from Henton 
giving Providence the lead, 73-71, at 
the 43-second mark. A few moments 
later, after hitting two crucial free 
throws, Henton was deflecting a last-
second shot from Notre Dame’s Pat 
Connaughton, sealing the win for the 
Friars.
  After the game, Ed Cooley was 
beaming. “When the final buzzer went 
off, I had to recollect when LaDontae 
committed to us,” he said. “He was our 
first recruit. I’m really, really proud 
of him. He’s grown up. I’ve seen him 
become a man.” 
  “LaDontae is the most underrated 
kid in the country,” Cooley continued. 
“I hope they still have him under the 
radar. There’s nobody in the country I 
want next to me more than LaDontae 
Henton.”
  And as for Henton’s reaction to his 
career night? It was one that fans of PC 
men’s basketball and of Henton’s have 
come to expect from such an exemplary 
team player and an competitor: “I was 
just doing whatever I could to help my 
team win.”
The Providence College Men’s 
Soccer Team had 10 wins and was 
nationally ranked going into the Big 
East Tournament. Despite this, it was 
hard to know exactly what to expect. 
Sure, this was the same group of guys 
who had gone to Georgetown and 
beaten the number three ranked Hoyas 
in Washington, D.C., but that team also 
had not scored in the previous two 
games, going down 2-0 at Butler and 
losing 3-0 at Creighton in their last two 
regular season games.  
Providence got to host its first round 
game, and the Friars got back to their 
winning ways. After the Villanova 
Wildcats scored the opening goal, 
Markus Naglestad '14RS tied it up with 
a sparkling free kick. Julian Gressel '17 
scored the winner off of a cross from 
Jimmy Petruccelli '15RS, as the Friar 
men moved on, 2-1.
  Next, PC traveled to PPL Park in 
Philadelphia to face the league’s top 
ranked team, the Creighton Blue Jays, 
nationally ranked and having disposed 
of the Friars easily in their first 
matchup. The game was a deadlock, 
with Keasel Broome '14RS coming 
up with some great saves to notch a 
shutout. Fabio Machado '15 took a feed 
from Gressel and scored the winner 
in the 73rd minute. The Friars would 
hold their 1-0 lead to the final whistle.
  Two days later, the Friars faced 
the Xavier Musketeers for the Big East 
Men's Soccer Reaches Final Four
title. The bad guys scored first early on, 
but in the 25th minutes, a Naglestad 
header from Gressel’s corner kick 
equalized. For the remainder of the 
game, both teams had chances but 
couldn’t pull away. Finally, with 
ten minutes remaining, Rob Bialy 
'15 crossed to Daniel Neustadter '18, 
whose sliding effort made the winner, 
to put the good guys over the top, 2-1. 
Big East champions, and an automatic 
NCAA bid had to feel great, but their 
work was far from over.
The conference championship 
earned PC a home game for the NCAA 
first round against Dartmouth. In front 
of a large crowd, PC defeated the Ivy 
champs. After a scoreless first half, 
the Friar men put them away with a 
quick barrage. Mac Steeves '17 scored 
first, facilitated by Jeff Kilday '15RS. 
Dominik Machado '17 scored the 
next two, the first assisted by Thomas 
Ballenthin '15 and the other unassisted, 
as PC cruised, 3-0.
  In the second round, Providence 
hosted UC Irvine, who had just upset 
Stanford in Palo Alto. Despite it 
definitely being much colder than they 
were used to, the unsung Anteaters 
proved a stiff test. It took forever for 
the Friars to break the deadlock, but 
Naglestad did it again. Late in the 
second half, the Norwegian scored 
his tenth of the season on a free kick, 
sending his team to the Elite Eight, 1-0.
  Next, the Friars had to go on the road 
this time to East Lansing. Michigan 
State was seeded third in the tourney, 
and scored very early in the game. In 
the 36th minute, Neustadter received a 
pass from Steeves and thundered the 
equalizer in. The Machados got their 
team in front, when Dominik chipped 
it to Fabio who poked it into the corner 
just before halftime. Fabio would score 
the winner in the 62nd minute, and 
Broome would keep the Spartans quiet 
as the Friar men pulled off an awesome 
3-2 victory to get to the Final Four.
PC would fall 3-2 to UCLA in double 
overtime in the Final Four, but the run 
by Men’s Soccer greatly foreshadowed 
the incredible success of the Friar 
teams this year.
by Jeff Williams ’17
Sports Staff
men's soccer
PHOTO COURTESY OF DAILYBRUIN.COMJulian Gressel '17 battles for a loose ball with a UCLA player.
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The team celebrates with Zimmerman after the victory.
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Jon Gillies '16, Kyle McKenzie '17, and Steven McParland '16 celebrate.
Best Friar Sporting Moments of the Year
Women's Soccer Defeats Villanova to Reach Big East Tournament
by Gretta Schultz ’17
Assistant Sports Editor
women's soccer
For an athlete, there are games, 
plays, and moments in your career 
that you will never forget. For 
the Friars, their game in October 
against the Villanova Wildcats is 
one they will not soon forget. The 
Friars played Villanova Oct. 31 in 
the game of the season.  In their final 
game of the regular season the Friars 
defeated Villanova 2-1. The Friars 
finished their regular season with a 
9-7-2 record.  
The Friars originally took the 
lead in the game, with a score 
at the end of the first period by 
Catherine Zimmerman ’16, assisted 
by Rachel Ugolik ’17. This goal 
was Zimmerman’s eleventh of the 
season. The assist was Ugolik’s third 
this season. In the second half the 
Wildcats answered back with a goal 
that eventually sent the game into 
overtime. This game determined the 
seeds for the Big East Tournament.  
Allison Mills ’16 would not allow 
much time to pass before scoring the 
game-winning goal for the Friars. 
Within one minute of play into 
overtime Mills scored a goal; this 
goal was Mills’ second of the season. 
Mills scored off of a header fed by 
Rachel Morrier ’18 off of a corner 
kick.  The assist was Morrier’s second 
assist of the season.  The sudden 
death overtime was ended at 90:36, 
with a win for the Friars. 
During the game, Kristyn Shea 
’17 saved three shots, preventing 
Villanova from pulling ahead.  The 
Villanova goaltender saved six 
shots on goal with the Friars scoring 
twice. 
The Friars held the advantage in 
shots, 25-8, and corner kicks, 9-0, in 
the whole game. Because of their 
win the Friars entered the Big East 
Tournament ranked fifth after their 
overtime defeat of Villanova, who 
Men's Hockey Wins National Championship
by Veronica Lippert ’15
Sports Staff
men's hockey
The high point for PC sports this 
year was, of course, the hockey national 
championship. A game like that is 
always a big deal, but the way PC won 
it made it one of the most memorable 
games of the season—a sold-out crowd, 
a goaltending performance for the ages, 
a thrilling comeback, and a fluke bounce, 
and all made so much sweeter because 
it was against conference rival Boston 
University.
After a Frozen Four game where Jon 
Gillies '16 went save for save with one 
of the best goalies in the country, he was 
called upon for another big game in the 
final. Boston College came out with some 
of their best offense of the season and 
had PC on their heels after a couple hard 
checks against a Providence team more 
used to doling out checks than being 
on the receiving end. With Providence 
unable to get their offense going Gillies 
was a wall between the pipes, stopping 
16 shots in the first period alone.
Gillies kept the game from turning 
into a blowout, and the offense did its 
part when Anthony Florentino ’17 put 
a goal past BU goalie Matt O’Connor on 
their first good offensive possession of 
the period. The Friars were still down a 
goal at the end of the period, after two 
quick ones from BU. However, without 
Gillies it would have been much worse.
The Friars kept their heads above 
water in the second. They added a 
power play tally by Mark Jankowski ’16 
to even the score. The power play had 
been a problem for the Friars all season, 
but they were able to capitalize when it 
mattered most. BU, though responded 
with a goal from Cason Hohmann to get 
back on top.
It was not until the third period that 
PC’s offense was back to its usual self. 
They were able to establish a cycle and 
put consistent pressure on BU’s Matt 
O’Connor for the first time all game. 
They were nearing a single digit shot 
differential after the vast disparity of 
the first period, when they finally put a 
third goal into the back of the net. It took, 
however, a little bit of luck for the Friars 
to even the score after being down a goal 
for the third time that night. O’Connor 
was caught off guard by a shot from 
the blue line and his attempt to pass it 
off to a defensemen backfired when the 
puck rolled into his own net. Tom Parisi 
’16 was eventually credited with the 
unassisted goal. 
Later in the period the Friars backed 
up the fluke bounce though. They added 
a second third period goal to take their 
first lead of the game. The goal came 
directly off a face-off and was put into the 
back of the net by Brandon Tanev ’16. The 
Friars learned in a previous tournament 
game against Miami (OH) that no lead 
is safe and the ever important task of 
protecting the lead fell to the team’s star 
player Jon Gillies. He remained the best 
player on the ice for the entire game that 
night, as he had been for much of the 
tournament. In the end he stopped 49 
shots for PC and earned the Tournament 
MVP award. 
The men’s ice hockey championship 
was without a doubt one of the best 
games of the year for Providence 
Athletics (and the clear winner if 
counting simply by number of couches 
burned). It was also the game with the 
biggest payoff for fans, many of which 
paid hundreds of dollars for their tickets, 
as Providence College is now on top of 
the hockey world after a championship 
game for the ages.
was ranked sixth.  Providence went on 
to lose to Marquette in the quarterfinals 
in Milwaukee, WI.  
While the Friars did not make it 
very far in the Big East Tournament, 
their defeat of Villanova was not 
taken lightly.  Head Coach Sam Lopes 
was proud of his team saying, “It 
was a great performance that lead to 
a very deserving result. They have 
transformed what it means to be a 
member of this program. I am proud 
of how they represent Providence 
College Women Soccer on and off the 
field.”  
The Friars had a successful season 
and were able to win many games. 
They will have many memories from 
this season, and the Villanova game is 
no exception. The Friars proved that 
they were a team to be reckoned with 
this past season and will enter next 
season with high expectations.  
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Women's Tennis Reaches Big East Tournament
by Brannon Walker-Hodges ’16
Sports Staff
women's tennis
With leading scorer and rebounder 
LaDontae Henton ’15 graduating, 
Dunn’s already large role expands as 
the go-to scorer and elder statesmen. 
This year's freshmen grew up 
quickly and showed their potential, 
but with the additional departure 
of Tyler Harris ‘16, the team has no 
rising seniors that saw playing time 
last season. This team has a lot of 
young talent, but nobody who saw 
playing time during the Big East 
Championship run only two years 
ago is still on this Friars team.  The 
Friars have one of the most talented 
teams in the country, but also one of 
the least experienced.
Friartown has high expectations 
this year after a successful season that 
ended in a disappointing first round 
lost against Dayton. Even with the 
loss of Henton, Harris, and Carson 
Desrosiers '15, the Friars are expected 
to build off of last season, and the 
return of Kris Dunn makes those 
The Providence College Women’s 
Tennis Team recently competed in the 
Big East Championship tournament 
that took place at the Barbara S. 
Wynne Tennis Center in Indianapolis, 
IN. The Friars entered the tournament 
as an eighth seed, as they were looking 
to compete at a high level in order to 
build momentum for the next season. 
The tournament consisted of sets of 
doubles and singles matches  in which 
points were awarded to the colleges for 
each win. The team with more points 
would advance to the next round. 
The Friars opened up their Big East 
Championship campaign with a win 
against the nineth-seeded Creighton 
University Bluejays on Thursday, 
April 23. This was the second win 
against the Bluejays since capturing 
the victory on March 12 in a matchup 
in Orlando, Florida. 
The Friars began their road to 
victory against the Bluejays by taking 
the doubles series in convincing 
fashion. After losing the first set, the 
Friars captured their first doubles win 
through in the second match-up with 
the combination of Hannah Zangari 
'16 and Nicole Cyterski '18. Zangari 
and Cyterski showed much resolve 
through their matchup against the 
Bluejays’ combination of Katherine 
Nelsen and Amanda Noonan. 
According to Friars.com, the Friars’ 
second doubles pairing managed to 
battle back from being down in order 
to force a tiebreaker set, forcing Nelsen 
and Noonan into many mistakes as 
the match progressed. The impressive 
combo of Zangari-Cyterski had earned 
their 11th doubles win of the season, 
providing the Friars with a sense of 
comfort and confidence in the face of 
adversity. 
The Friars followed up that victory 
with a dominating 8-2 performance 
in the third doubles match with the 
efforts by Alana Prinos '16 and Emma 
Burgess ’18. The Prinos-Burgess 
combination controlled the entire 
match from the outset against the 
Bluejays’ combination of Jennie Hartjes 
and Darby Rosette. This match-up win 
avenged the Friars’ loss to the Hartjes-
Rosette combination back on March 12. 
With this win, the Friars took a 1-0 lead 
in the series against Creighton and set 
the momentum in the Friars’ favor. It 
was that same passion and momentum 
that Coach Rebecca Ricci was looking 
to capitalize on in order to have success 
in the singles portion of the matchup.
The singles matches went to a 
rough start as Creighton picked up 
the win against the Friars due to 
Jennifer DeLuca '17 having to retire 
because of an injury that limited her 
mobility. DeLuca started out with a 
5-1 lead in the first set against Darby 
Rosette of Creighton, but the injury 
allowed Rosette to have complete 
control of the match, forcing DeLuca to 
withdraw. However, the Friars came 
roaring back with single victories by 
Burgess, Zangari, and Amanda Pitocco 
’17 against their opponents. The 
series success can be atributed to the 
Friars' excellent groundstroke game 
and ability to overcome the weather 
elements in play within the courts. 
The three wins were the clinchers 
for the Friars in their series matchup 
against the Bluejays as they advanced 
to the quarterfinals of the Big East 
Championships to face off against the 
top seed, the DePaul Blue Demons. 
The Friars ran into a juggernaut 
within the Blue Demons. Entering the 
Big East Championship, DePaul was 
ranked 35th nationally in the ITA’s 
NCAA Division 1 tennis rankings. 
The Blue Demons displayed their 
prowess, as they dominated the Friars 
from the outset. The Blue Demons 
controlled the doubles matchups 
with 8-0 set wins against the combos 
of Zangeri-Cyterski and Pitocco, who 
was paired with Olivia Hogan ’16, 
due to DeLuca’s injury. The impact of 
not having DeLuca in the lineup was 
significant. DeLuca is slated as the No. 
3 singles player for the Friars, forcing 
Coach Ricci to move players into higher 
positions they were not accustomed to 
playing. 
The Friars did not fare well against 
the Blue Demons in the singles 
matchups. Hogan was defeated by 
DePaul’s Rebeca Mitrea 6-1, 6-1, 
followed by Zangari being dropped 
by Jasmine Kling 6-0, 6-0. The clincher 
for DePaul came in fourth matchup as 
Patricia Lancranjan defeated Cyterski 
6-0, 6-1. Depaul controlled the Friars to 
take a 4-0 point sweep in order to move 
onto the Big East semifinals.     
The loss against DePaul means that 
the Friars’ tennis season has come to 
its conclusion. The Friars finish with 
a 9-11 overall record, including a 3-6 
record in Big East conference matches. 
First year head coach Rebecca Ricci can 
look at the play of her young players as 
positives to build upon for the future. 
Similar to many of the other athletic 
teams that Friartown has to offer, the 
future of the tennis team looks bright. 
Although the team will be losing the 
leadership from Katherine Ripple ’15 
and captain Karen Ramirez ’15 due to 
graduation, Coach Ricci will build on 
the talent and success of her young 
players such as DeLuca and Burgess. 
There is much to look forward to in this 
young, talented group of women. 
expectations even higher. Kris Dunn 
has excited the fan base by returning 
for this upcoming season, but the true 
power of his return will be measured 
by what he can accomplish on the 
court next fall. 
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​Hogwarts​ is​ to​ Harry​ Potter,​
Destiny’s Child is to Beyoncé, the book 
of Genesis is to the Bible, as The Cowl 
is to my time at PC—the beginning of 
pure awesome. 
I knew I wanted to join The Cowl 
before I even got to Providence 
College.​ It​ was​ the​ first​ club​ I​ joined​
and I had no idea the club would shape 
my entire college career.
I quickly found that The Cowl is 
made up of the weirdest people I 
have ever met, myself included. I now 
understand that this is what you get 
from a group of students who choose 
to dedicate countless hours to a school 
newspaper each week without pay. 
I owe some of my best memories at 
Providence College to you guys and I 
thank you. 
 When you think about it, The Cowl 
really isn’t much at all. In essence, it 
is a mere stack of paper. This paper 
forms friendships, it creates memories, 
and it allows students to learn things 
they don’t learn in a classroom. 
Nevertheless, I owe so much of my 
college experience to this inanimate 
stack of paper and those friendships I 
have made around it.  
Mason, thank you so much for 
working with me this year. You are 
a fantastic leader and a great, well-
rounded human being. I am so 
thankful for all that I have learned by 
working with you and I am so glad 
we have become friends both inside 
and outside of The Cowl. I wish you 
the best of luck in this next journey. 
We have worked so well together and I 
can think of no other explanation other 
than​it’s​because​we’re​pretty.​
Richy, you are the kindest and 
best advisor I ever could have hoped 
to have. Your dedication to the paper 
and to the students involved with it is 
both comforting and admirable. Thank 
you so much for the support you have 
given to me and this entire club. The 
Cowl would not have been the same 
without you. 
James, you are an amazing 
managing editor. You are calm, cool, 
and collected. Please continue to order 
Big Tony’s on Wednesdays. No one 
likes Ronzio’s. Sorry, Courtney. 
Courtney, you are a modern day 
Disney princess and I wish you all the 
best.  
Nako and Mary, thank you so much 
for all the laughs. You two are hilarious, 
and I couldn’t imagine banquet, senior 
nights, or college in general without 
you two. 
To Nicole, Jackie, and the Opinion 
Section, your section is the one my 
heart belongs to. Opinion section, keep 
putting​your​ideas​out​there.​Stand​up​
for your ideas, and never ever regret 
anything​you​write​because​no​matter​
what the outcome is, you will always 
learn something.  
To all the other Cowl seniors— 
Diana, Jen, Morgan, Justin, Danielle, 
Frank—I wish you all the very best 
of luck after graduation! Thank you 
for​ the​ laughs.​ Thank​ you​ for​ letting​
me sing, dance, and make a fool out of 
myself every Wednesday. Thank you for 
being part of my family these past four 
years. 
Kelsey and August thank you for 
being the best friends I ever could have 
asked for.
To those who have read my articles, 
especially Joe McCarthy in the Career 
Education Center, thank you so much 
for reading. I appreciate all of your 
interest (or disinterest) in my ideas. My 
articles would be meaningless if it were 
not for all of you. 
Most importantly, Mom, Dad, Auntie 
Kelly, and Kassidy thank you so much 
for all of your support throughout my 
entire life, but especially in my college 
years. I couldn’t have done even a 
quarter of what I’ve achieved without 
your love and encouragement. Thank 
you for answering all of my late night 
phone calls, “The deadline is tomorrow! 
I still don’t know what to write about!” 
Mom,​ thank​ you​ for​ cutting​ out​ every​
article​I​have​written​to​save—you​have​
made me feel as if I write for The New 
York Times. I love you all! 
Well, Cowl, you inanimate stack of 
paper, this is it. Thank you for being 
my shoulder to cry on, my journal to 
write in, and my friend to eat with when 
I have no one to sit with in Alumni. 
But mostly, thank you for keeping the 
perpetual family that grows around you 
going. Us. We. Together. Family. Friars. 
Cowl.   
Well, here we are—the corner of farewells, new 
beginnings,​bittersweet​remembrance,​and​a​hell​of​
a lot of tears. How did I get to be a senior writing my 
swan song for The Cowl? As with all things, I blame 
Justin. The Cowl has been a constant in my life for 
the past four years, something that took up every 
waking moment of my life, but I’d never ask for that 
time back.
When I accepted the position of Editor-in-Chief, 
I was genuinely afraid that I was going to screw 
everything up. I had Arman, Dara, Kayla, and Keely 
to look to before me, but now it was my turn to take 
the reigns. Once again, I was the scared sophomore 
laying​out​Portfolio​ for​ the​first​ time​on​my​own.​ I​
know that we had a lot to live up to thanks to our 
predecessors, and I wanted to make sure that we did 
just that.
It turns out we did, thanks to the unbelievably 
talented​ and​ dedicated​ staff​ that​ graces​ our​ office​
every day. I honestly cannot thank you all enough 
for what you’ve done this year, but I’ll try:
Kelly, you kick ass. Plain and simple. You’re the 
reason​that​we’ve​gotten​through​so​many​weeks​as​
I​ran​around​with​my​head​on​fire.​You’re​the​Cowl 
spirit that’s kept our team so bonded this year, and I 
can’t put into words how honored I am to have done 
this alongside you.
Courtney and Diana, thank God for you two. You 
and​the​rest​of​your​copy​editing​staff​have​saved​our​
syntax more times than I can count, and I’d like to 
apologize​on​behalf​of​every​ letter​of​ intent​you’ve​
ever had to see in your lives. Thank you for being the 
grammatical rock on which we built this paper and 
for being here till close every single night. Courtney, 
you are a Disney princess. Diana, you’re one in a 
million—please get a helmet.
James, thank you for bringing in the mad mulah. 
But in all seriousness, I would’ve been neck-deep in 
so​many​different​forms​and​contracts​without​your​
business sense. You’re going to have a hell of a senior 
year. Thank you also to Ed and Wes for becoming 
a part of our editorial family and adding to our 
Wednesday night craziness.
To my senior editors—Nako, Morgan, Nicole, and 
Frank—thank you for ending your time at The Cowl 
with me. We’ve grown together and called this place 
our home, and though I know we’re sad to leave, 
we know we’ve done our part, and it’s time for the 
youngins to take over.
To the returning editors—Katie, Jackie, Joey, and 
DJ—The Cowl is in your hands now, and I couldn’t 
be happier.
To the new editors, I know it all seems scary now, 
but you will succeed phenomenally. You have the 
most wonderful senior editors to guide you on your 
own path through PC and The Cowl; cherish them 
and your time here. When you’re an old senior like 
me, you’ll understand what it means to be a part of 
this group.
Justin, DJ, Jacob, and Nick, you guys are truly the 
best. You’ve been the best friends I could have asked 
for from the very beginning, and it’s going to be so 
weird without you all around all the time. I will miss 
Tollamore more than I can bear to say, so instead I’ll 
just say this—Christmas in July 2016.
Gabby​ and​ Kathleen,​ Kelly​ and​ I​ officially​ give​
our reigns over to the two of you. You’ve made us 
so proud with everything you’ve done so far, and 
I know you’ll continue to be inspirations to the rest 
of The Cowl. One of the things I wanted most was 
to know that we leave The Cowl​a​better​place​than​
when we started, and that it was continued into the 
next​year.​I’m​beyond​confident​that​the​two​of​you​
will be outstanding, and I can’t wait to see all that 
you do.
Richy, you’re the best. You know more about this 
place than anyone I’ve ever met or will ever meet. 
Thank you for literally always being there when I 
needed you, personally and professionally. You are 
the keeper of our sacred tamagotchi, and no one can 
do it like you. Dean Sears and Dean Goodwin, thank 
you for everything you’ve done for The Cowl. Thank 
you for being there to guide us when we needed it, 
and​for​letting​us​fly​free.
Mom and Dad, thank you for your constant love 
and support. You’ve always told me to chase my 
dreams, and you’ve always helped me get there. 
I don’t know where I’d be without the two of you. 
Andrew and Chris, you’re the best brothers I could 
ever​ask​for.​As​you​continue​to​grow​and​find​your​
own paths in life, know that your big brother will 
always love you and be here for you. Scout, keep 
being​fluffy​and​adorable.
Makayla, I couldn’t say everything there is to say 
about you even if I had a million years and a billion 
pages.​You’ve​been​my​better​half​for​nearly​six​years,​
ever​since​we​were​itty​bitty​juniors​in​high​school.​
Now we’re graduating college and on to bigger and 
better​ things​ (Welcome​ to​ New​ York!).​ I​ couldn’t​
ask for a more loving, supportive, intelligent, and 
beautiful girl to have by my side in all of this, and 
I know you’ll be there for all there is to come in the 
future. I love you; thank you for being you.
And now I leave my piece of the sacred tamagotchi 
to be picked up by those who come after me. Leaving 
this place will be hard, and leaving The Cowl harder—
what am I going to do with my Wednesday nights 
now—but​I’m​confident​that​I’ve​left​The Cowl​better​
than I found it, and I hope that all of you will cherish 
it as much as I do. So godspeed, keep writing, and 
have a slice of pizza for me.
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By: Courtney Buohl, Head Copy Editor Emeritus 
For the past couple of weeks I’ve 
been really cognizant of the knowledge 
that I’m doing a lot of things for the 
last time. I’ve been trying hard to savor 
chats with my roommates, Golden 
Crust mac & cheese bites, Thursdays 
at Whiskey Republic, and late nights 
in the Cowl​ office,​ but​ soon​ enough​
I have to say goodbye to everything 
that has made my Providence College 
experience​unforgettable.​
On How I Met Your Mother, Lily tells 
Ted, “Why not just say goodbye to 
the bad things? Say goodbye to all the 
times you felt lost, to all the times it was 
a no instead of a yes, to all the scrapes 
and bruises, to all the heartache. Say 
goodbye to everything you really want 
to do for the last time.”
I don’t want to say goodbye to the 
good things about Providence College, 
because I’ll miss them, but I don’t want 
to say goodbye to the bad things either, 
because they made me the person I am. 
So instead, I’ll say thank you.
A million thanks to Cassandra, who 
took me on as her assistant and brought 
me into this crazy, dysfunctional 
family.
Mason, thank you for being our 
leader and a truly great friend.
Kelly, thank you for your enthusiasm 
and positivity.
Lizzy Tequila, thank you for four 
By: Diana Vlavianos, Assistant Head Copy Editor Emeritus 
Many moons ago, I approached Courtney 
Buohl asking about how I could join The Cowl 
(and if she would come séance/Ouija with me 
in the basement of Dore), partially because I 
wanted​ to​ improve​ the​ horrific​ grammar​ of​
this campus, but mainly because I wanted to 
hang out with the rad chick from my Honors 
Poli Sci course who always talked about how 
much fun she had at The Cowl (cough, cough, 
that rad chick is Courtney). Never did I think 
that in joining The Cowl as a starry eyed frosh, 
I​would​actually​find​my​family​here​at​PC;​a​
root grounding me to this campus, interactions 
with the most interesting humans on the planet 
(yes, fascinating people who break the mold 
do, in fact, exist here) providing me with the 
stinkin’ fertilizer I needed to truly grow into a 
fully​formed​(or​deformed)​sunflower​ready​to​
bask in reality’s rays. 
From the second I entered the cave of the 
former Cowl office​(shout​out​to​surviving​as​a​
truly underground paper for all of those days), 
I​ finally​ felt​ as​ though​ I​ actually​ belonged​
somewhere, and to everybody who helped me 
feel all the good vibes, thank you (I’m not an 
emotional human…emo princess, for those of 
you who know me, has been retired since ’08, 
and only resurfaced for Panic!). But actually, I 
want to provide a bit of a litany for the freaks in 
the island of lost toys that we all know and love 
as The Cowl who have truly transformed me (or 
picked my petals in the way I needed). 
To Kelly and Christina: thank you for 
giving me the chance to be a part of this sacred 
Tamagotchi, and for being so welcoming to the 
incredibly awkward freshman I clearly was…
also, Kelly, thanks for teaching me the beauty 
of strawberry rum and cinco de drinko. To 
Cassandra, my dearest Big: you are the epitome 
of rad. I can only aspire to be as bad as you (and 
you know exactly what I mean). Christine: “I 
don’t want to let you go, but it hurts my hand 
to hold the rope.” Tim: you were always there, 
snide remarks and fabulous music at hand. 
Never leave. Saadia: scooter on! Nicole: thank 
you for never judging me and the weird things 
I’m talking about/listening to/watching at the 
wee​hours​in​the​morning​in​the​office.​I’ll​miss​
those unspoken hours. Katie: you possess the 
spark​ that​ could​ start​ the​ fire,​ engendering​
Bruce’s “Dancing in the Dark”. Don’t ever 
change. Gabs: you’ll kill it. You always do. 
Kelly: you are sunshine in a windowless room. 
Shine on. Tiny Mason: I hope the song will 
never be the same for you again. Thank you 
for the warmest hugs and always being there. 
Andrew Butler: OH WAIT, YOU QUIT! 
Ed: GONE WITH THE WIND FABULOUS! 
SATCHELS OF GOLD. NOTHING ELSE. 
Wes: your ability to remain under the radar is 
uncanny. Phantom. Love. Justin: thank you for 
being my partner in crime. Pester on. Jen: wait, 
you’re​a​staff​member?​You​know​I​ love​you.​
James: one of the hardest goodbyes ever, saved 
for last. I love you more than words…even if 
you pee on things to claim them as your own. 
Thank you for being my brother…even after 
our fun start. Casey: LB I’m so proud of you. I 
really am going to miss you and your dogs and 
your strawberry cream cheese and your shade. 
You are my favorite hire. Always and forever. 
Even if you won’t visit me. Abby & Lauren: 
LOVE YOU, NEVER STOP BOTHERING 
LB.​ Improve​your​ resting​B​ face.​And​finally,​
dearest Courtney, the ying to my yang: I 
wouldn’t be where I am without you. I’d rather 
not get all teary or emo(tional), but thank you 
for teaching me so many things and helping me 
grow in so many incredible ways. You are so 
strong, Court. I know you will put smiles on so 
many faces, and I am so proud of you, in every 
capacity of your being; I am lucky to call you 
a best friend. Thank you for being so honest, 
so real, so you. You’re the colon to my semi. 
I lalalove you. To my dearest copy editors, 
and everybody else in this lovely, windowless 
place: I am sorry you had to endure me…I 
have a feeling you probably enjoyed it. Insert 
my head in a pizza box, because I’m done.  
years of hilarity and friendship.
Justin, thank you for making me 
love Comic Sans…wait, nope.
Sarah, thank you for Thursdays.
Nicole, Serena, DJ, and Elizabeth, 
thanks for one of the greatest weekends 
of college in NOLA. Never have more 
than one hurricane.
James, thank you for always 
ordering me barbecue chicken pizza.
A few non-Cowl thank you’s: my 
parents and sister for their endless love 
and support; Maryssa and Kerry for 
making Mal Brown 602 the best place 
to go home; all my friends for being 
themselves; Coach Simon for being the 
first​person​to​make​this​place​feel​like​
home; LaDontae Henton for giving me 
something to believe in; Dr. Fournier 
for being a great professor and even 
better​ friend;​ Peter​ for​ giving​ me​ an​
opportunity beyond anything I could 
have imagined; and Prof. Hudson for 
getting​me​the​best​job​on​campus.
Finally,​to​my​copy​editing​staff:
Danielle, Emily, Chris, and Pat, 
thank you for working so hard. You’re 
some of the most talented people I 
know and I can’t wait to see what you 
all accomplish.
A special thank you goes out to 
Jen for boosting team morale and 
encouraging my love of “Don’t Stop 
Me Now.”
Gabriella, I’m not sure I’ve ever been 
so proud of a human being. Thank you 
for your passion for this paper and 
your friendship. Know that even when 
we’re apart, I’m always with you.
Casey and Abbey, thanks for 
assuring me that The Cowl has never 
been​ in​better​hands.​Wield​ the​green​
pens proudly and know that I have all 
the faith in the world in you.
Olivia, Kristina, Anna, Abby, 
Jess, and Jen, thank you so much for 
everything you’ve given The Cowl. I’m 
so grateful to have you all as friends 
and I will always be there if any of you 
need anything. 
Being a copy editor is sometimes 
a thankless job; many people don’t 
know what our role on The Cowl is, and 
we’re generally not lauded for what 
we do (but we’re criticized if one name 
is spelled wrong). I can’t thank my 
staff​enough​ for​overcoming​ that​ and​
spending hours of their lives reading 
this paper over and over again to 
ensure that it’s as perfect as it can be. 
Finally,​ infinite​ thanks​ to​ my​
partner-in-grammar and best friend 
Diana. We are the best team I’ve ever 
been part of and I’m eternally grateful 
for your passion, dedication, and 
loyalty. I can’t tell you how much I’ll 
miss you.
By: Justin Fernandez, 
Portfolio Editor Emeritus 
As a person who often speaks far, far, far, 
far too much about pure nonsense I am always 
frustrated​ to​ find​ that​ I​ become​ tongue-tied​ in​
moments such as these. But, in the end, I guess 
no​words​can​truly​grasp​the​mix​of​bittersweet​
emotions involved in this good-bye. 
It seems to me that, only yesterday, my time on 
The Cowl just began. I still remember with clarity 
the moment my creative writing hobby turned 
into a position on the Portfolio section; how I, by 
some twist of fate, fell into the position of Editor. 
It all seems to have happened so fast. But, though 
the​time​has​flown​far,​far,​far,​far​too​quickly​the​
friendships I have forged here will last beyond 
any count of days. 
For that—and so much more than can be 
spoken of here—, I would love to thank the 
entire​staff​of​The Cowl especially: “Tiny” Mason 
Sciotti—my​ partner​ in​ crime​ since​ day​ one—
Boss, “Ye Olde” Courtney, Lizzie Fresh, Diana, 
Shelby O. Hio, Vincent Albert “Buddy” Cianci, 
Scout, PC Squirrels, Opa, PC Pre-Dental Club, 
and​ the​ entire​ Portfolio​ staff.​ I​ couldn’t​ have​
done it without any of you guys. 
Though​ I​ now​ find​ it​ difficult​ to​ bring​ this​
chapter to a close, I know that our next stories 
will​be​all​the​better,​taking​us​to​greater​heights,​
and deepening our friendships. I can’t wait to 
see you guys there. Except for you Ed. You’re the 
worst. 
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By: Chris Costain, Copy 
Editor Emeritus
A huge thank-you to all family and 
friends who helped me during my four 
years at PC. Shout out to the fabulous 
English​department​and​The​Cowl​staff​
who​ made​ me​ into​ the​ terrific​ Copy​
Editor I came to be—I could not have 
done it without all of you. Cheers!
I​just​want​to​start​off​by​saying​that​Providence​College​is​my​home.​I​have​grown​so​much​as​
a young man and am ready to enter the big bad scary world because of the people that Providence 
College​has​to​offer.​This​place​is​where​I​met​my​best​friends,​supported​my​favorite​team​through​
it all, and where I found what I have been called to do. 
Thank​you​ to​ the​students,​professors,​and​staff​ for​being​with​me​ throughout​my​ time​here.​
Thank you for always supporting me in my times of struggle and always being there for my times 
of joy. 
Thank​you​PC​Ultimate​for​being​some​pretty​okay​folk,​and​for​being​the​best​team​I​have​ever​
been a part of. 
Thank you Campus Ministry for helping me grow into a Catholic Gentleman, and helping me 
find​my​best​friends​that​I​now​call​my​family.
Thank you Cowl for allowing me to be myself in my writing. Thank you Courtney, Justin, and 
Mason for encouraging me to join The Cowl​and​write​my​silly​fiction​stories​about​late​nights​and​
watermelon. 
Thank you Providence College for being the best choice I have ever made. I wish there could be 
four more years. Friars Forever. #GoFriars
By: Paul Francisco, Portfolio Staff Emeritus 
I must begin by apologizing to my editors past and present—
over the past four years as a writer for the only section that has 
managed to not evoke some sort of controversy because all we write 
about​is​fashion​and​television,​I​probably​submitted​my​articles​on​
time twice. In fact, I have already missed the deadline for Swan 
Songs, so who knows if this will even be published. During the 
last four years, there were weeks when I did not feel like writing, 
times when I used copious amounts of quotes instead of actually 
writing original content, and those abovementioned days when I 
just couldn’t get my article in on time, but I’m glad I stuck it out. 
When I look back on my college career, I know I will still be proud 
to say I was a part of something like this. To Nako, Danielle, Kelly, 
Courtney, and all my other Cowlers, thank you for the memories. 
To my friends, who read my articles (or at least pretended to), 
thanks for humoring me. To those individuals who took on the 
challenge of leadership positions, I commend you. Without your 
tireless work behind the scenes, The Cowl would be nonexistent. 
Your passion is inspiring. Thank you all, and I wish you the best of 
luck in everything you do.
By: Mary McGreal, A&E Staff Emeritus
A year ago, my friends and I used to say that we were not allowed to say the “s” word—“senior year.” Over the summer once we accepted 
that​we​were​rising​seniors,​the​new​rule​became​that​we​are​not​allowed​to​say​the​“g”​word.​We​associate​this​10-letter​word​as​taboo.​However,​
earlier this month when we received our cap and gown and tickets for the big day on May 17 (I am still not going to say it…) it became more 
difficult​not​to​say​the​“g”​word.​I​still​have​not​accepted​that​this​is​happening​in​a​few​weeks.​And​I​am​still​not​quite​sure​if​I​will​accept​it​
when​I​am​sitting​in​the​Dunk​watching​my​friends​and​classmates​cross​the​stage​and​receive​their​diplomas.
So​where​did​all​the​time​go?​​I​can​still​recall​the​drive​to​move-in​day,​sitting​in​the​car​crying​to​my​mom​because​I​was​nervous​going​to​a​
school​where​I​knew​no​one​else​from​home.​However,​after​my​first​night​at​PC​I​knew​that​there​was​something​special​about​this​place​that​
I would call my home for the next four years. In my last 21 years, some of my most treasured memories took place here and friendships I know 
that I will still have in the years to come. Not everything in my last four years was perfect, but I feel that the good times outweighed the bad times 
and have helped me to grow as a person and learn so much more about myself.
I joined The Cowl the​spring​semester​of​my​sophomore​year​and​it​has​been​definitely​been​one​of​my​favorite​experiences​at​PC.​Not​only​
have I grown as a writer and learned how to use InDesign for the layout of the news section, but also I have met so many great people and have 
formed great friendships with my fellow Cowlers.​I​could​list​all​of​the​good​times​and​memories​we​have​had​both​inside​and​outside​the​office,​
but instead I will give out thank you’s.
First, I thank all of my past news editors: Christine, Andres, Kathleen S., and Kathleen M. I thank Kathleen M. who served as my lovely editor 
last semester and will make an awesome editor-in-chief next year along with Gabby. I thank George for being my sidekick this semester and 
wish​best​of​luck​to​my​editors​and​news​staff​next​year!​I​wish​the​best​of​luck​to​the​underclassmen​editors​who​served​on​ed.​board​with​me​
this year and a huge thank you to my fellow senior editors: Courtney, Kelly, Mason, Justin, Diana, Morgan, and Frank, some of whom I consider 
to be my closest friends. Also, I give a shout-out to my other senior friends on Cowl: Sarah, Nicole, Mary, Danielle, Jen, Dan, DJ, Jacob, and Paul. 
Finally, I give a huge shout-out to my mom and dad who have helped to make the last four years at PC possible and have also read and saved 
every issue of The Cowl I​have​written​an​article​for​the​last​five​semesters.
Remember​when​I​said​that​I​cried​when​my​mom​drove​me​to​PC​for​the​first​time,​well​to​be​honest​I​have​a​feeling​that​when​my​mom​
drives me home the day after graduation (there I just said it) that I will most likely be crying the last time I leave PC as a student. Congrats Class 
of 2015!  Forever Friars we will be! 
By: Elizabeth Nako, News Editor Emeritus 
Although I didn’t join The Cowl 
until this year, it’s been a great 
experience. From discovering 
that a certain copy editor has a 
somewhat unhealthy obsession 
with katanas to laughing together 
at cringe-worthy grammar 
mistakes it has been a really fun 
year. Although I would never 
tell him this (please please don’t 
tell him this, or I’ll never hear 
the end of it), my freshman year 
roommate was right to suggest 
that I join sooner.  
My four years at PC have been 
a blast too, and I’m really going 
to miss it—ordering pizza at one 
in the morning, breaking out in 
Disney​ sing-alongs,​ sitting​ down​
to study for tomorrow’s test but 
ending up watching a three-hour 
fan edit of Star Wars…(Shout out to 
Dr. Harper for all of our awesome 
geek-related discussions!) I’ve 
made a lot of good friends here, 
and it’s thanks to them that college 
has been as great as it has been. 
Although graduation is quickly 
approaching and something 
called “real life” is demanding I 
pay​ attention​ to​ it,​ I’m​ going​ to​
carry my college memories with 
me for a long time.
By: Patrick McCall, Copy 
Editor Emeritus
While looking for inspiration for my 
Swan Song, I decided to listen to some 
of those cliché songs that supposedly 
capture the essence of ending one era and 
starting another. Cue the inspirational 
country, rock, and punk music that 
we all have stashed somewhere in our 
music library. One song in particular, 
“The Scientist” by Coldplay, caused me 
to think back to the early days of college 
and recall my expectations.  
When​ I​ had​ decided​ to​ attend​ PC,​ I​
felt that I was leaving behind my days 
in athletics to focus solely on academics. 
Now, I realize that I was quite mistaken. 
As​I​near​graduation,​I​can​reflect​upon​
a college career that included exposure 
to some fascinating aspects of sports that 
went​beyond​the​high​school​soccer​field.​
As a student worker, I was fortunate to 
see​ the​ behind-the-scenes​ efforts​ that​
go into the Division I athletic events. 
Thanks to the PCTV Sports Department, 
I​learned​how​to​properly​film​and​edit​
videos​ that​ featured​ player​ profiles​ or​
highlighted the successes of PC teams. 
With The Cowl, I became exposed 
to sports besides soccer and baseball 
(Let’s Go, Mets!), while gaining a greater 
appreciation for them. In particular, 
I​ became​ a​ PC​ Hockey​ fan,​ attended​
every game that I could, and was very 
concerned with the team’s successes. 
At​ our​ final​ game​ as​ PC​ students,​ my​
roommate​ and​ I​ rejoiced​ as​ the​ final​
buzzer rang throughout the TD Garden 
and proclaimed the Friars the 2015 
National Champions. Four years ago, I 
would not have predicted such a joyful 
moment that centered on Friars athletics. 
Today, I realize that PC’s academics 
and athletics helped form the friendships 
that I value greatly and the memories 
that I will cherish forever. Thanks to 
those who continue to support me and 
endure countless sports conversations. 
I am eager to begin the next chapter, 
which includes seeing the Friars defend 
their National Championship title. Plus, 
maybe I can witness the NY Mets win a 
World Series. A person can dream, right?
By: Sarah Wacik, 
Sports Staff Emeritus 
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By: Christina Moazed, Opinion Staff Emeritus 
Wow.​I​am​speechless​and​humbled.​Life​moves​quickly,​but​reflecting​on​its​greatness​is​the​best​part.​​
Thank you to The Cowl for giving me the courage and painstaking passion to think for myself —and to be proud of it. For providing me 
with limitless wisdom and introspection. For allowing me to feel at peace with staying in on Friday nights to tame my curiosity, expand my 
brain power, and think into the unknown. 
For instilling in me the courage to be content with myself and my everlasting hunger for knowledge. To appreciate the meticulous and 
quiet​things​in​life.​For​pushing​me​to​sacrifice​another​night​of​drinking​for​deep​thought​and​solemnity.​And​for​allowing​myself​to​truly​
hold​pride​in​hard​work​and​to​admittedly​realize​the​beauty​of​yearning​for​answers​in​life.
To​my​Opinion​Staff​Editors,​thank​you​for​reading​all​of​my​work,​accepting​my​late​submissions,​and​always​providing​enlightening​
criticism.​For​those​of​you​who​know​me,​I​love​criticism​more​than​anything.​It​keeps​me​on​my​toes​and​pushes​me​to​be​a​better​person.
This​campus​is​overflowing​with​buildings​and​people​that​trigger​memories​of​learning,​stumbling,​and​loving.​But​the​people​who​have,​
and will always have the greatest impact—are my family. 
Mama, your fearlessness into the unknown and humility are unbelievable. How someone can be so modest yet so elegantly sharp and 
curious is beyond my imaginable comprehension. Your perfectionism takes the words out of my mouth every day. You have given up 
everything for me and I will spend every breath of my life in awe of your graceful wisdom. 
Alexi,​you​are​the​epitome​of​selflessness​and​the​absolute​paradigm​of​tough​and​fearless​work,​yet​somehow​you​remain​so​smooth​and​
cool​at​the​same​time.​Thanks​for​blindly​leading​me​through​life,​but​most​of​all,​thanks​for​letting​me​realize​life​all​on​my​own.​For​being​
my​video​game​buddy​and​finishing​Monopoly​with​me​until​the​sun​yet​again​rises.​Growing​up​through​our​struggles​was​lonesome​and​
daunting,​but​your​indifferent​attitude​is​a​testament​to​your​headstrong​resilience​and​wisdom​as​you​continue​to​keep​your​chin​up.​
Baba​and​Mama,​thank​you​for​making​me​realize​that​suffering​is​so​beautiful.​And​to​my​step-father,​for​mending​my​wounds.​
If you haven’t found something that pushes you to strive for excellence, keep looking. And now that I’m approximately 200 words over my 
word limit, you must always remember that if you give the world more than expected, the same superiority will come knocking on your door.
With much love and appreciation to the student body and each and every professor, this is not a goodbye but an incessant welcome to 
embrace everlasting enlightenment as your world continues to expand.  
Saying goodbye to Providence College 
is much harder than I ever anticipated, 
but​it’s​a​bittersweet​moment.​However,​
leaving The Cowl is something else 
entirely. I’ve cherished all my time on 
this newspaper from my start as a writer 
to my last position: Opinion Editor. 
Sometimes I can’t wait to get away from 
this​office​after​spending​countless​hours​
here, but now I’m realizing what I’ll be 
missing when I’m gone. No more Cowl 
Wednesdays​and​late​nights​putting​the​
paper together, laughing with friends 
who would’ve never become a part of 
my life if it weren’t for this paper. I know 
that​I’m​heading​on​to​bigger​and​better​
things, but as my time at PC fades into 
the distance, The Cowl will always be a 
part of some of my greatest memories. 
From exploring the amazing city of New 
Orleans and taking in the history of 
Philadelphia with my fellow Cowl editors 
to Cowl bonding nights at The Abbey, I 
look back on these times and recognize 
just what a great decision I made my 
sophomore​year​to​join​the​staff.​It’s​been​
stressful, frustrating, and tiring at times, 
but it’s also been the best thing that I’ve 
done at PC. I’ve been wonderfully proud 
to call myself a member of The Cowl and 
grateful to have spent all those Cowl 
Wednesdays and amazing adventures 
with the greatest people. 
By: Nicole Corbin, 
Opinion Editor 
Emeritus Dear fair and gentle reader of The Cowl,As far as we have come this year, beyond
Here, we cannot go. I must leave you here,
To​find​new​ways;​and​you​must​stay​and​gleam,
As you have always done. How years went quick,
With​fellowship​and​freedom,​little​jokes
Between us two about Ohio, love,
And whether God has a sense of humor—
He does. Oh, let me sing a song of hope
At my departure—I go, I go forth
Not easily but bearing all you taught;
I carry it, I carry reason here,
In my head, and I carry faith, still here
In my heart. You taught me these things
And every word became more truly real.
This hymn is yours, who cut me close, and gave
Me thanks, and held my sorry tries as dear;
Who curried me into favor, shaped me fair.
No greater teacher, gentle friend, nor book
Who taught like you did, with a simple look. 
A friend like you is found as rare as gold,
And rarer still for being brightly bold;
So even when you shone but pale of light,
How radiantly sun-like in my sight!
By: Kate Jorgensen, Portfolio Staff 
Emeritus 
First​off,​the​sole​purpose​of​this​being​written​is​Kelly​teaching​me​what​a​Swan​Song​is.​Once​
again, The Cowl teaching me something new, like when I learned how to use a semicolon. It sure has 
been a fun six months. But while my time on The Cowl may have been short, it feels like I’ve been 
here​for​years,​and​that​can​only​be​attributed​to​how​kind​and​welcoming​everyone​on​the​staff​
has been. I cannot express my gratitude enough to everyone I have had the pleasure of meeting this 
year.​But​specifically,​I​have​to​thank​Courtney​for​creating​the​fake​position​of​fact​checker,​and​for​
believing me when I said I would do my best to “boost team morale.” Most importantly, however, 
I have to give an enormous shout out to Diana for being the mastermind behind the whole thing. 
The lasting legacy I leave behind for future fact checkers and Wikipedia users would not have been 
possible without her.
In​all,​I​could​not​have​asked​for​better​people​to​spend​senior​year​at​PC​with,​you​guys​made​
my​Wednesday​nights​so​much​more​interesting.​It​was​an​honor​being​the​staff’s​encyclopedia​and​
making​the​copy​editors’​lives​a​little​easier,​because​we​all​know​they​are​the​lifeblood​of​The Cowl. 
(Hoping that shameless plug makes you guys go easy on my writing, this isn’t my forte.) Much love 
to you all, and thank you welcoming me to your family.
Oh, and one last thing. Thank you to James for allowing me to spread all of those rumors about 
him. We’ll call it boosting team morale.
By: Jen Geraghty, Fact Checker Emeritus 
I said as a freshman that if Providence 
College basketball made the NCAA 
tournament just once in my four years 
here it would be a success. Obviously 
I consider myself spoiled with a Big 
East Championship and two trips to 
the dance in addition to a National 
Championship in Hockey. In general, 
the strides that PC Athletics took in my 
time​here​is​pretty​outstanding.​The​only​
reason I am disappointed to graduate is 
that I will not be able to be at the Dunk 
every game next year watching Kris 
Dunn do Kris Dunn things. Obviously I 
cannot pass up the opportunity to give a 
shout​out​to​Bryce​Cotton​as​well​since​I​
am positive he reads every Cowl. 
The largest factor that played into 
my​ decision​ to​ attend​ PC​ was​ the​
extracurricular​ activities​ they​ offered.​
I wanted to be involved on campus 
and I was fortunate enough to have 
the opportunity to be in clubs such as 
Friar Faithful, WDOM, The Cowl, PC 
Pals, Investment Club, and Habitat for 
Humanity. For any undergrad reading, 
I strongly suggest (almost require) you 
should go on at least one Habitat trip in 
your four years. 
Obviously the most rewarding part of 
the college experience is the people you 
meet along the way. There is not enough 
space to write down the memories and 
stories I have had with my close friends 
and for that I am extremely thankful. 
I’m glad to say I have few regrets from 
my time at PC and am happy to be a 
Friar for life. Until later, Go Friars.  
  
By: James Kirby, 
Sports Staff Emeritus 
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 By: Morgan Pekera, Photo Editor Emeritus 
My freshman year when I walked to The Cowl’s​old​office​in​the​bowels​
of Slavin to pick up an application I had not done anything like this before. 
I knew I liked to write and that I needed to do something other than class, 
so The Cowl it was. That day now seems like it was 10 years ago and last 
week​at​the​same​time.​Standing​in​that​office​I​never​would​have​imagined​
the part The Cowl would play in my experience at PC.
But​I​am​a​sports​writer​and​so​it​is​only​fitting​that​I​talk​about​sports.​
And​have​there​been​a​better​four​years​in​PC​Athletics​to​write​about​than​
the four years witnessed by the Class of 2015?
In writing for The Cowl​Sports​staff,​playing​in​the​PC​Pep​Band,​and​
working for the Athletic Department, I spent four years with a front row 
seat to a true renaissance of Providence College Athletics. There are the big 
two of course, but it was in the smaller sports as well. I ran the scoreboard 
for men’s soccer NCAA Tournament wins and watched their Final Four 
game huddled around a phone at The Cowl banquet, celebrated a cross 
country national championship, and saw the birth of a new conference.
And​ of​ course​ there​ are​ also​ the​ big​ ones.​ From​ Cooley’s​ first​ two​
years and the campus’ unbridled excitement at an NIT berth to a Big 
East​Championship​and​two-straight​NCAA​berths.​I​saw​Leaman’s​first​
season behind the bench for Providence and just how far that turn around 
has come in four seasons. (We’re National Champions in case you hadn’t 
heard.)
By: Veronica Lippert, Sports Staff Emeritus 
The Cowl has been a fantastic experience my senior year.  I have laughed, 
cried, met a lot of fantastic people, and got to hug some semi-famous mothers 
(Beth​Holloway,​I’m​looking​at​you).​​I​really​couldn’t​have​asked​for​a​better​
experience, I would like to thank the people who make this so lovely.  
To our darling fearless leaders, Mason and Kelly, thank you for running a 
tight ship and making things work.  There is so much that you do that I have 
no idea about, thank you.
To​my​beautiful​editors,​first​of​all​ thank​you​for​putting​up​with​me.​ ​ I​
am a nut. Kathleen, thank you for believing in me and hiring me and my best 
wishes​ for​ your​ role​ as​ fearless​ leader;​ I​ couldn’t​ have​ thought​ of​ a​ better​
match. You will be wonderful.  George, thank you for encouraging me, even 
if it was only encouraging me to harass Elizabeth Nako.
Elizabeth Nako, light of my life, thank you for being you. You are a fabulous 
editor​and​an​even​better​friend.​You​put​up​with​my​harassment​and​I​hope​
you​ are​ better​ for​ it.​ Thank​ you​ also​ for​ giving​me​ important​ stories​with​
personal meaning to me. I am honored you let me write about mental illness 
and art, and even bend the rules on my deadlines. You are a peach and my 
soul sister.  I love you.
Sweet, sweet copy editors, I would be nowhere without you. Thank you for 
making me look my very best.  My comma usage can be sloppy and sometimes 
I just disregard use of the English language. Thanks for having my back. I 
would like to extend particular thanks to Courtney Buohl, Danielle Watkins, 
and Diana Vlavianos. You are beautiful; I send my warmest regards to you.
By: Nicole Lania, News Staff Emeritus By: Danielle Watkins, Copy Editor Emeritus
I’m tempted to be sentimental here, and I probably will end up being 
sappy, but hey, this is my farewell.  I joined The Cowl my sophomore 
year as a copy editor, and I have been one ever since. Sometimes crazy, 
sometimes stressful, sometimes just plain weird, my experience at The 
Cowl has been fun overall, and the experience invaluable.  I’ve learned 
some lessons too.  I have a voice as a copy editor, even though I didn’t 
utilize​it​at​first,​so​I​have​made​some​mistakes.​​I​could​have​spent​more​
time​copy​editing​in​the​office​as​well.​But​I​have​also​grown​as​an​editor;​
I have learned to work independently but also with a truly awesome 
group of people.
Not​gonna​lie,​the​first​half​of​my​college​career​was​rough.​I​could​
point​fingers​ at​people​or​ situations,​but​ I​personally​needed​ to​ come​
out of my shell.  It wasn’t until I opened up myself to opportunities that 
opportunities, in turn, opened up to me.  Joining The Cowl was one of 
the ways I met new people and opened myself up to new experiences. 
I would like to thank Courtney and Diana for their leadership, copy 
editing skills, and willingness to work with me and all of the other copy 
editors.  I would also like to thank my parents for supporting me and my 
aspirations.​Although​I​will​miss​my​time​in​the​office​and​at​Providence​
College in general, I’ve come to accept that change is inevitable and I’m 
going to have to face it. Transitions are not easy for me, but if my time at 
PC​is​any​indication,​I​will​gradually​find​my​way​in​whatever​the​future​
may hold.               
Working at The Cowl has been an incredible 
experience and I’ve loved every minute in my back 
photo corner. I will never forget the friendships 
I’ve made and the lessons I’ve learned. One of 
my favorite memories from Photo section has 
surprisingly been Roving. What started as a 
dreaded task designated to the assistant editor 
has become the best part of my deadline nights. 
Despite many rejections and “I don’t look good 
right​now!”​I’ve​gotten​some​awesome​responses.​
So thanks to everyone who’s ever been in Slavin 
on Wednesday nights and been subject to Roving. 
YOU make the photo section funny and great, 
thanks for your enthusiasm each and every week. 
Thank you to Jess, your new Photo Editor, for 
being so talented and patient. Thank you to Mason 
and Kelly for being so kind and wonderful. Thank 
you to News, especially Andres, Kathleen, and 
Elizabeth, for being great back corner buddies. And 
finally​thank​you​to​The Cowl, for being a creative 
outlet, royal time suck, and beautiful paper these 
last four years. Best of luck to everyone next year!
As​a​writer​ for​A&E​covering​mainly​music,​ I​have​written​about​a​ lot​
of songs. Some good, some bad, and some that were six hours long. But 
none were about swans. I will never be able to write about my entire PC 
experience in this short Swan Song, but I will take a quack at it. 
My​time​at​PC​has​been​incredible.​I​still​remember​the​first​time​I​visited​
campus as a junior in high school. I woke up at the quack of dawn and drove 
down with one of my friends to take a gander at the place. Much like a swan, 
the place was entirely white—we arrived during a snowstorm. It was some 
real fowl weather.
I visited many schools after that day, and the friend I visited PC with had 
no​interest​in​attending​here,​but​I​set​my​sights​on​Providence​and​never​
looked back. I have met many wonderful people in these last four years and 
you​are​all​very​special​to​me.​I’m​truly​fortunate​to​have​such​a​great​flock​
of friends.
I didn’t join The Cowl until my senior year, but it has been one of the best 
experiences I’ve had at PC. I’d like to thank all who took the time to read my 
articles, especially the weirder ones. It always made my day when someone 
told me that they read my work.
It’s​hard​to​believe​that​soon​us​seniors​will​be​flying​south​(or​whatever​
direction) and beginning a new phase in our lives. We might be singing 
melancholy swan songs about our time at PC, but somewhere a rooster is 
crowing to mark the bright dawn of the rest of our lives.
By: Dan Gagnon, A&E Staff Emeritus  
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